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ABSTRACT
This dissertation used statistical and simulation modeling to
examine population dynamics of brown shrimp,
azcecus.

Pe.naeus

(Farfancepe.naeus)

Brown shrimp are ideal to use in examining recruitment

because shrimp represent a common life history strategy,
are commercially important,
available.

because they

and because there are extensive data

In the first section of this dissertation,

I used long

term monitoring data to examine correlative relationships between
annual,

stage-specific abundance estimates and environmental

factors.

Criticisms of traditional correlative studies were addressed by using
a spatially and tempcraiiy-extensive dataset,

by comparing stepwise

multiple regression tc Bayesian model averaging,

and by investigating

nonlinear relationships with generalized additive models.
acundar.ce was not we^* describee by any statistical, mcdei.

Postlarval
^uveniie

abundance was partially described by environmental variables such as
temperature,

water clarity,

and water level.

described by early juvenile abundance,

Adult abundance was well

salinity,

and temperature.

These results suggested that juvenile abundance may be the critical
component in determining the year-class strength of shrimp.
In the second section of this dissertation,
expiicit,

a spatiaiiy-

ir.dividuai-based simulation model was developed to further

investigate relationships between estuarine habitats and juvenile
shrimp survival.

The model simulated the movement,

mortality,

and

growth of individual shrimp during their residence in estuarine
marshes.

Relationships between shrimp survival and marsh attributes

(amount of vegetation and edge habitat)

were examined by overlaying

the simulation on 4 habitat maps created from aerial photographs.

The

model was corroborated with fine-scale density patterns observed in
the northern Gulf of Mexico,

and sensitivity analyses were performed.

v
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Surviving shrimp grew faster,
vegetation,

moved less,

spent more time in

and experienced slightly higher local densities than

shrimp that died during the simulation.

Maps with more edge habita

supported higher simulated survival under baseline conditions,

unde

high shrimp densities,

and

under alternative rules about movement,

under realistic uncertainty in model inputs.

The characteristics o

surviving shrimp suggested that high-edge habitats increase surviva
by providing shrimp direct access to the benefits of vegetated mars
without the high-density cost that may be encountered in icw-edge
habitats.

These results highlight the important

role of marsh habit

in determining the recruitment of an estuarine-deper.dent species.

vi
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CHAPTER

1.

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation used statistical and simulation modeling tc
examine population dynamics of the brown shrimp,
(Farfancepe.naeus)

azcecus.

Panaeus

Brown shrimp represent a life history

strategy that is common to many commercially-exploited fish and
shellfish species.

Therefore,

ail of the methods and some of the

conclusions reached in this dissertation can be applied to ether
estuarine-dependent organisms.

Given the current state of depressed

fish populations worldwide and the unprecedented pressure or. fish
populations of harvesting beyond sustainable levels and habitat
degradation,

it is important tc develop new methods

for exploring and

understanding the population dynamics of estuarine-dependent

fish and

she 11 fish.
Two new analytical approaches are presentee m
Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
regression,

Bayesian model

Chapter 2 and

Chapter 2 used stepwise multiple

averaging,

and generaiioed additive models

tc examine correlative relationships between annual,
brcwr. shrimp abundance estimates and environmental

stage-specific,

factors.

Because

the statistical analysis in Chapter 2 identified the importance of
juvenile shrimp survival within the estuaries,

Chapter 3 investigated

the mechanisms underlying the relationship between estuarine habitat
and shrimp survival.

The analytical approach in Chapter 3 used a

tine—scaie g e c g r a p m c analysis and a spatially—explicit,

mdiviaua--

based simulation model to examine the relationship between juvenile
shrimp survival and marsh characteristics
ratios ana amount of edge h a b i t a t ) .

'i.e.,

vegetation:water

A synthesis of the conclusions

reached by combining the statistical and simulation models is
presented in Chapter 4.

1
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1.1 Study organism
Brown shrimp are an ideal species

for examining recruitment

dynamics because they represent a commerciaily-important
strategy and have an essentially annual life cycle.
estuarine-dependent organisms,

Like other

adult brown shrimp spawn offshore,

larvae are transported shoreward,
estuaries.

life history

the

and postlarvae settle in the

Juveniles grow within the estuary and then migrate

offshore.

Unlike long-lived,

estuarine-dependent

fi.-.fish, the brown

shrimp population consists almost entirely of organisms
year old.

The absence of multiple year classes

less than one

in the shrimp

population simplifies the analysis of recruitment processes.
The shrimp
fishery.

fishery is Louisiana's most valuable commercial

Louisiana's shrimp

the Gulf of Mexico

landings,

landings account

for approximately -5C- of

and both absolute landings and the

contribution of Louisiana landings to the Gulf of Mexico
increased since the early 1970's.
inshore
marshes,

component
lakes,

The shrimp

landings have

fishery consists of an

(from the coastline toward the interior,

and canals)

and an cffshcre component

coastline toward the Gulf of Mexico).

including

(from the

The brown shrimp fishery is

monitored by both fishery-independent and fishery-dependent methods.
The economic value of the Gulf of Mexico shrimp

fishery has

fueled over 50 years of research into the population dynamics of brown
shrimp.

Research goals include documenting interanr.ua! variation in

commercial shrimp catch and identifying the environmental
influence shrimp production.

factors that

Understanding the sources of variation

in shrimp recruitment is especially important to Louisiana because
Louisiana is losing coastal wetland habitats,
and sediment diversions
considered,

several major freshwater

(which will affect marsh habitat!

are being

and highly restrictive fishery regulations are presently
->
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used to maintain a sustainable shrimp harvest.
an effort

Additionally,

there is

in the United States to examine the relationship between

fishery resources and essential

fish habitat.

State and federal monitoring programs made it possible to
assemble a long-term dataset
dataset included 28 years

for use in this dissertation.

(1970-1997)

The

of stage-specific brown shrimp

abundance estimates and a suite of environmental variables.
the data were specific tc Louisiana,
northern Gulf of Mexico
shrimp landings

in the Gulf are landed in Louisiana.

life stages: postlarvae

and adults

in bays

I used measures

(CFUE5 as an index of abundance at four

(number of shrimp»m"',

(number of shrimp per 10 minute,

juveniles

Likely reflective of the

fishery because approximately 10- of the

of catch-per-unit-cf-effort

marshes

but were

Ail of

early juveniles

1.0 m otter trawl;,

(number of shrimp per 10 minute,

in the

late

4.5 m otter t r a w l , ,

(pounds of commercial catch per standard day fished, .

estimated annual

1

indices of predator abundance and environmental

factors including water temperature,
flow, precipitation,

salinity,

acres of marsh > 10 pet,

atmospheric weather conditions.

water clarity,
water level,

river

and

These data were statistically

ar.aiyoed in Chapter 2, and portions of the assembled database were
used tc help configure the simulation model used in Chapter 3.

1.2

Statistical modeling
Chapter 2 of my dissertation used statistical modeling to

examine correlative relationships between annual,
brown shrimp abundance estimates and environmental

stage-specific,
factors.

This

section of my dissertation started with traditional correlative
methods and incorporated two new statistical techniques that are only
rarely applied to fishery issues:
generalized additive models.

Bayesian model averaging and

The thoroughness of the statistical

3
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approach and the extensive dataset increased our confidence in the
biological conclusions reached in Chapter 2.
Correlation analysis is a common approach to analyzing long-term
datasets of brown shrimp and other estuarine-dependent species.
Correlative studies are useful because they can help identify
influential life stages,

critical time periods,

environmental variables,

all of which enable more informed management
however,

and important

decisions.

Correlative analyses,

criticism.

The snort-comings of simple correlative analysis

identifying spurious relationships,
muiticcliinear predictor variables
selected prediction terms!,

have received substantial
include

assembling a dataset with
(which may produce arbitrarily

mis-specifyir.g nonlinear relationships

between the response and predictor variables,

and failing tc provide a

metr.od to address none.. uncertainty.
The extensive brown shrimp dataset and the
stepwise multiple regression,

combination of

Bayesian model averaging,

ana

generalized additive models addressed several criticisms

of simple

correlative analysis.

relationships

First,

the likelihood of spurious

was decreased by using a spatiaily-extensive and temporaiiy-extensive
dataset that

contained carefully chosen predictor variables.

Second,

model uncertainty was addressed by comparing the stecwise multicle
rsGrsssion nicdsis
averaging.

Third,

rr.cci«5^.£ ^nctC wsrs

us-in^ csv^siar. mccis.i.

nonlinear relationships were investigated with

generalized additive models.
Chapter 2 presents the results of the statistical analysis of
the relationships among the 28 years of iife-stage abundances and
environmental variables.

The analyses were designed to determine

which life stages were important in determining annual recruitment,

4
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and to quantify the dependence of each life stage abundance on
previous life stage abudances and environmental conditions.

1.3

Simulation modeling
Chapter 3 used a fine-scale,

spatiaily-explicit,

geographic analysis and a

individual-based simulation model to examine the

relationship between juvenile shrimp survival and marsh
characteristics
habitat).

(i.e., v e g e t a t i o n :water ratios and amount of edge

The simulation model was developed as a way tc examine,
-I".6

]UV6.ni^6

11 IS

1.116 S t a . l S w U a i

of Chapter 2 identified as important
current peculation levels

in

andiySI5

in determining recruitment.

in Louisiana,

At

the year-class strength cf

brown shrimp is related to juvenile survival within the estuary;

yet,

environmental predictors described less than half of the intera.nr.uai
variation

in juvenile snrimp acundar.ce.

variation

in the statistical modeling

variation

Some cf the unexplained

can likely be explained by

in habitat-related effects or. growth and mortality.

I used a spatiaily-explicit,

Hence,

individual-based model to examine how

fine-scale habitat patterns affect

juvenile survival.

Individual-based modeling offers a straight-forward way cf
combining spatial information with empirical

field data in order to

quantitatively explore the relationship between habitat and shrimp
survival.

Individual-cased models

(IBMs!

simulate population-level

behavior by representing the population as an assemblage of
interacting individuals.

The individual-based approach is appropriate

for simulating brown shrimp because there is extensive empirical data
and because fine-scale movement is easier to simulate in an IBM than
in more aggregated modeling approaches.
stages,

When simulating early life

it can be important to know the characteristics of surviving

individuals because early life stages often have high mortality rates,

5
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and the relatively few surviving individuals may be determined by a
distinct set of c h a r a cteris t i c s .

Individual-based m o d eling enables a

direct comparison of the characteristics cf survivors compared tc
those individuals that died.
In order tc examine the effects cf vegetation and edge habitat,
the simulation model was overlaid on 4 habitat maps,

which represented

marshscapes with different amounts of vegetation and edge habitat.
The habitat maps

represented realistic marshscapes

in southern

Louisiana and were created by performing a vegetat ior.-water
c .ass t : tcat ten or portion, s ct m e
v uarter Quaere r.g.e

.—O Q Q ' •

Cocodrie lii Digita. Ortnopnctc

.he uCQQ is an ortncrectitied digita.

image ot an aeriau pnotcgraph that was acguirec m
Each unit

her pixel;

. unose tour

.j G m x

m sunsets

To

iron t.te

mcip.

The four habitat maps

represented snapshots

continuum of marsh disintegration:
edge and nigh vegetation,
and low vegetation.

..9".

in the image represented one square meter.

create the r.anitat maos,

c z *ir.0

recruary

in a simplified

lew edge and high vegetation,

hign eoge and .cw vegetation,

nigh

anc .cw edge

Habitat macs were categorioed based cn the

percentage of edge and vegetation.
considered iow-edge marshscapes,
considered high-edge marshscapes.

Habitat maps with. < 3 i edge were

and maps with about

5 ; edge were

Habitat maps with ;C* water were

considered high-vegetation marshscapes,

and maps with ~C« water were

considered icw-vegetatior. marshscapes.
The model developed in Chapter 3 simulated the movement,
mortality,
cohorts.

and growth cf individuals introduced in weekly shrimp
Shrimp location

(cell),

survival status,

updated during each of the four tidal stages

and length were

(rising,

high,

falling,

6
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low)

simulated each day.

Each simulation began on January 1 and ended

on September 1 so that there were 245 days in each annual simulation.
Individual characteristics
rates,

(such as survival status,

and percentage of time in vegetation)

shrimp.

Model predictions

percent survival,

realized growth

were recorded for each

for population statistics

mean realized growth rates)

(e.g.,

mean

were calculated for each

habitat map.
Individual shrimp were tracked from the time they entered the
marsh as postiarvae until they either died or reached Timm,
juveniles typically begin to move offshore.

The model did not attempt

tc simulate the transport of larvae or postlarvae

into the estuaries;

nor did it attempt tc simulate the movement of sub-adults
estuarine bays

or into offshore waters.

3r.u*ysi3 Wu3 cr. 'uver.i
marsh.

when

Rather,

into iarge

the focus of this

snrimc wr.i_s tr.sy wers 3S3c-2 latcC witir.

This approach isolated and examined how ecological processes

and spatial heterogeneity in estuarine habitats affect

juvenile growth

and survival.
The simulation contained both physical and biological
components.
stage,

The physical components included water temperature,

and habitat patterns.

mortality,

growth,

The biological components

and movement.

influenced by shrimp size,

type,

included

Simulated predation mortality was

movement,

growth was influenced by temperature,
density.

tidal

and habitat.
habitat,

Simulated shrimc

and local shrimp

Simulated movement was influenced by tidal stage,

local density cf other shrimp,

habitat

and shrimp length.

Several techniques were used tc examine the performance of the
simulation.

The model was corroborated by comparing the simulated

density patterns with fine-scale density patterns observed in the
northern Gulf cf Mexico.

Variation produced by stochastic elements in

7
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the model were examined by comparing replicate simulations with
different random number seeds.

The effect of different movement rules

was examined in three sets of simulations.
dependency of movement;

The first varied the sice-

the second varied the magnitude of movement;

and the t.nird made movement

random.

In order to examine the effect of

input parameters on simulated shrimp survival,
Carlo analyses.

I performed two Monte

The Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis varied input

parameters slightly around their mean,

and the Monte Carlo uncertainty

analysis varied input parameters over a realistic range.
Chapter 3 presents the results cf the indivicual-based modeling
of shrimp survival

for the four maps,

sensitivity analysis of movement
These analyses were designee
- ..iCL.Jn

and the results of the

rules and of parameter uncertainty.

tc quantify and oetter understand how the
TiaCl-atl

att6rCtIS

' UV-iT. 1

Srk.T.i.rr»p

GrCWlr.

shg survive*.

8
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CHAPTER

2.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND BIOLOGICAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
STAGE-SPECIFIC ABUNDANCE ESTIMATES OF BROWN SHRIMP IN
LOUISIANA: APPLYING A NEW COMBINATION OF STATISTICAL
TECHNIQUES TO LONG-TERM MONITORING DATA

Note:
This chapter is currently in press in the Canadian Journal of
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences.
The expected citation is as fellows:
Haas, H.L., Lamon, B.C., H I , Rose, K.A., and Shaw, R.F. 2001.
Er.vironmental and biological factors associated with stage-specific
abundance estimates cf brown shrimp (Per.aeijs (Fa rear ceper.aeus)
streets) in Louisiana:
applying a new combination of statistical
techniques to long-term monitoring data.
Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci.
55: 1-13.

2.1 Abstract
Several short-term and small-scale correlative studies have
associated crtwr. sr.nmp recruitment with m e n
high salinity,

warm temperature,

densities or sub-aoults,

lew river flow,

and lew precipitat 1 o n .

In this caper we address criticisms cf traditional

ocrreiative studies

by u s ir.} a scatially and ^^m.ccrallv* ax*’a nsivo dataset,
stepwise multiple regression

:SMR)

by "'cm.car;*“o

to Bayesian model averaging

'BMA;,

and by investigating nonlinear relationships with generalised additive
models

IGAMs).

We use this combination cf statistical methods tc

examine relationships between annual,
estimates and environmental

stage-specific abundance

factors. Bayesian model averaging

and SMR resulted in models with similar explanatory power,
suggested fewer linear predictors.

;3MA,

but BMA

Generalized additive models

;GAMs)

did not suggest non-linear relationships among stage-specific
abundance estimates.
any mcdei.

Postiarvai abundance was net well described by

Juvenile abundance was partially described by

environmental variables such as temperature,
level.

water clarity,

and water

Aduit abundance was well described by early juvenile

abundance,

salinity,

and temperature.

These results suggest that

juvenile abundance may be the critical component in determining vearclass strength of brown shrimp.

Identifying mechanisms that regulate

9
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juvenile production within the estuary is a critical step in
effectively managing Louisiana's brown shrimp resource.

2.2 Introduction
The shrimp fishery is Louisiana's most valuable commercial
fishery.

Louisiana's shrimp landings account

the Gulf of Mexico landings,

for approximately 4C-. of

and both absolute landings and the

contribution of Louisiana landings to the Gulf of Mexico landings have
increased since the early 1970's.
inshore component
marshes,

lakes,

The shrimp fishery consists of ar.

!frcm the coastline toward the interior,

and canals)

and an offshore component

coastline toward the Gulf of M e x i c o ) .
both fishery-independent

including

;from the

The fishery is monitored cy

and fishery-dependent methods.

independent data are collected at several coastal
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

Fishery-

locations by the

;LDWF,

The economic value of the Gulf of Mexico shrimp

Figure 2.1,.
fishery has

fueled over 50 years of research into the population dynamics of brown
shrimp,

Penaeus

(Farfancepenaeus)

azzecus.

Research goals include

documenting interanr.ual variation in commercial shrimp catch and
identifying the environmental
production.

factors that influence shrimp

Understanding sources of variation in shrimp recruitment

is especially important to Louisiana because Louisiana
coastal wetland habitats,

is losing

because several major freshwater and

sediment diversions are being considered,

and because highly

restrictive fishery regulations are presently used to maintain a
sustainable shrimp harvest.

Additionally,

there is an effort in the

United States to examine the relationship between fishery resources
and essential

fish habitat.

3rown shrimp are an ideal organism to use in examining
recruitment dynamics of estuarine-dependent species because of the
10
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extensive data available and because shrimp have an essentially annual
life cycle.

Like other estuarine-dependent organisms,

shrimp spawn offshore,

the larvae are transported shoreward,

postlarvae settle in the estuaries,

and juveniles undergo rapid growth

within the estuary and then migrate offshore.
estuarine-dependent

finfish,

entirely of organisms

Unlike

long-lived

the shrimp population consists almost

less than one year old

The absence of multiple year classes
simplifies

adult brown

(Cailiouet et ai.

I960'.

in the shrimp population

the analysis of recruitment processes.

-105

-85

MS
TX

AL

-

80'

GA

LA
30°

Gulf o f M exico
Key to sampling stations
Postlarval
Early Juvenile
Late Juvenile
Adult - Statewide

25 km

• V >•
Atchafalaya
River

Baratana
Bay

rigure 2.1.
Mac of the northern Gulf of Mexico and coastal
Louisiana
a
LiCui
shewing an example of Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
sampling stations for brown shrimp.
Stations varied slightly from
year to year, and the locations shown in this map represent a stations
sampled in a typical year.
Open water areas are shown in white.
Postlarval sampling stations are indicated with an
early
juvenile sampling stations are indicated with a dark square; and late
juvenile sampling stations are indicated with an open circle.
11
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Correlation analysis is a common approach tc analyzing long-term
datasets of brown shrimp and other estuarine-dependent species.
Correlative studies are useful because they can help identify
influential life stages,

critical time periods,

and important

environmental variables enabling more informed management decisions.
Catch per unit effort
abundance,

(CPUE)

is used extensively as an index of

and there are many attempts to relate CFUE indices to

environmental variables
Larrer.eta 1989).

(e.g., Austin and Ingham 19'79; Wyatt ana

High brown shrimp harvests have been correlated with

a high abundance of sub-adults,
riverfiow,

and low precipitation

and Gillespie

warm temperature,

lew

(Cailiouet and Baxter 1913; Barrett

1575; 3arrett and B.alph 19” ; .

Correlative analyses,
criticism.

high salinity,

Tr.c r.i-jr; risx. on

however,

have received substantial

i.Ucr.tinyi.r»c spurious

major shortcoming cf correlation studies

r*r^^cicr;sr.ics ~s d

.Waiters and Collie

1358;,

and less complex datasets are more iixeiy to identify spurious
relationships

(Tyler 1992) .

A second problem associated with

correlative studies is the high probability cf assembling a dataset
that has muiticcilinear environmental predictor variables.
predictor v a n a o u e s are correlated,

If

the results ct regression analysis

become less meaningful and possibly arbitrary.
regression analysis selects a single model,

Classical muiticie

even though there are

cften several plausible models that may include different combinations
of predictor variables.

Traditional multiple regression methods do

not provide a way to address this uncertainty in model selection
(Hoeting et ai.

1999).

A final criticism of simple correlative

analysis is that it may fail to detect,

or may mis-specifv,

nonlinear

relationships between the response and predictor variables.

12
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In this study,

we modify the traditional correlative approach to

address these common criticisms.
Bayesian model averaging,

and generalized additive models to examine

relationships between annual,
shrimp and environmental

We use stepwise multiple regression,

stage-specific abundance estimates of

factors.

First,

we decrease the likelihood

of spurious relationships by using a spatialiy-extensive and
temporaliy-exter.sive dataset that contains carefully chosen predictor
variables.

Second,

we address uncertainty in model selection by

comparing the stepwise multiple regression

(SMR;

fit using Bayesian model averaging

Third,

possible addit ive,

(BMA!.

models

we investigate

non1 inear relationships by a I lowing spi ine

functions within generalized additive models

(SAMs!.

Our ccjective

was to use this new combination of statistical tools to
P c ccn c id * y ir.i u6r»c13

statistical techniques

identify

*rr*vi.ronmcr* hdconcnt.cor.d dr.a cr-iicd..

stages within the browr. shrimp life cycle.

non-linearity)

to mcaels we

The thoroughness of cur

'.especially in addressing model uncertainty ana

and cur extensive dataset add to the confidence cf cur

ccncluslens.

2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Data sources
We assembled a dataset that included 25 years

(1970-199” ) of

stage-specific brcwr. shrimp abundance estimates and a suite of
environmental variables.

Ail of the data were specific to Louisiana,

but are likely reflective of the northern Gulf cf Mexico
because approximately 40*
landed in Louisiana.

of the shrimp landings in the Gulf are

We used measures of CPUE as an index cf

abundance at four life stages: postlarvae
juveniles in the marshes
trawl),

fishery

(number of shrimp»m~:) , early

(number of shrimp per 10 minute,

late juveniles in bays

1.3 m otter

(number of shrimp per 10 minute,

13
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4.8 m

otter trawl),
fi shed).

ppt,

(pounds of commercial catch per standard day

We estimated annual indices of predator abundance and

environmental
clarity,

and adults

factors including water temperature,

river flow,

water ievei,

precipitation,

salinity,

water

acres of marsh with salinity > 10

and atmospheric weather conditions.

The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

(LDWF)

provided the pcstiarvai and juvenile abundance estimates.

Although

the data were collected by LDWF to make short-term management
decisions,

we are using the data to explore ecological

relationships.

A detailed description of the data collection procedures can be found
in the Marine Fisheries Division Field Procedures Manual
Table 2.1 is a summary of the sampling procedures,

(LDWF 1996:.

and Figure 2.1

shows a map of sampling stations.
UD

e

i. . . .

w

r *

»/cCar

^

sampling protocols used to monitor postlarval
shrimp in southern Louisiana.
Sampling gear
Stage
Post larva 1 0.5m plankton net
Early
juvenile
Late
i uveniie

- tra

Mesnsize
Sampling location
5 00.00 mic ran Tidal passes

l.Sm

(o')

4.9m

(16') otter trawl

In ■
g eneral,

a»

and juvenile brown

otter trawl

9.53 mm
19.05 mm

Shallow marshes
says,

sounds,

.akes

the LDWF sampled weekly wne:r. the crown shrimp

dens i ties were historically nigh.

r'os t ia rva i data were collected frci

four majo r tidal passes in Baratar ia Bay,
runction as a statewide index.

whi ch are assumed tc

We calculated weekly pcstiarvai

densities based on the catch per tow and flowmeter readings.

Weekly

estimates of juvenile abundance in Louisiana were obtained from 1.3 m
and 4 . 9 m otter-trawi surveys from sampling s taticns throughout the
Louisiana coast.

Because of sample location and mesh size,

trawl selected smaller shrimp than the 4.9 m trawl

the 1.8 m

(mean total length

14
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of 60 mm versus 71 mm total l e n g t h ) .

Hence,

we used the 1.8 m trawl

data to estimate early-juvenile abundance in marshes and the 4 . 9 m
trawl data to estimate late-juvenile abundance in bays.
We estimated adult abundance from monthly CPUE data

(pouncs of

inshore and offshore Louisiana commercial landings per standard day
fished).

In preliminary analyses,

pounas tc numbers,
Carolina.

we considered converting catch from

as was done by DeLancey et al.

,1994;

in h'crth

We decided to use pounds rather than numbers because CFL'E

in pounds and CPL'E in numbers were well correlated,
in numbers did not improve model

fits,

because using CFL’E

and because commercial

landings

in pounds are often used as an estimate cf adult shrimp abundance
(e.g.,

Barrett and Haiph 19” !.

Cur adult estimates were

from National Marine Fisheries Service

MIMES!

calculated

statistics for brcwr.

shrimp iandea in Louisisana and from stancarc:tea effort aata.
Standardized fishing effort was derived from units of nominal effort
(nets being pulled for a perica of 24 hours! .

Standardized effort

adjusts n c m m a * ettcrt according to tr.e relative
vessel in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp
vessel

(Griffin et. al.

1997; .

listing pcwer

fleet relative tc a standard

Including relative fishing power in

the calculation of standardized effort attempts tc account
temporal

LDWF's 4 . 9 m

(16 foot;

from the finfish caught

otter trawl surveys.

target species cf this sampling program,

expect t.ne large sampling size

year period)

and we did not expect the
We did,

(39, 825 trawls over the 28

to partially compensate for the non-targeted sampling

Hence,

abundance.

in tr.e

Finfish are not the

trawl catch to be an exact reflection of actual abundance.

design.

for

changes in fishing efficiency.

We estimated predator abundance

however,

cc eacr.

these data should provide a rough index of predator

We initially examined abundance data for Lagodon chomcides

15
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(pinfisn) , Fundulus grar.dis (gulf killifish) , Cynoscion nebulosus
(spotted seatrout),

Paralichchvs lechoscigma

Micropogonias undulazus
drum),

(Atlantic croaker),

and Leiosccmus xanchurus

(spot),

(southern flounder),
Scia.ner.ops ocellazus

out only Atlantic croaker were

ubiquitous enough to calculate an annual predatory index.
only the longest 25*

(red

(> 7.5 cm total length)

We used

of the Atlantic croaker

tc calculate the predator index because analysis of juvenile croaker
stomach contents shew that shrimp are not a major dietary component
'i.e.,

shrimp are < 10'

than 7 cm

of total dry weight)

until

croaker are longer

(Sheridan 1979; Sheridan and Trimm 198 3).

The first set of environmental data was acquired in conjunction
w i zr. i.n.6 bic.oGiC3* SctinpiifiO zz cr.»s ccstidrvai ana ’U7'5nii'3 acur.dar.ces
and included water temperature

!°C) , salinity

tsecchi depth recorded in feet and t enths,.
the plankton tews,

.pet,,

ana water

clarity

3ue tc the location of

salinity and temperature obtained in association

with postlarval sampling represented environmental
tidal passes ci sarataria say.

conditions in the

— nvircnmentai. carameters octair.ed in

association with the 4.9 m trawls represented the general

conditions

in bays; whereas measurements obtained in association with the 1.9 m
trawls represented environmental conditions in shallow marshes.
In cases where the LDWF sampled salinity and temperature at the
surface and bottom of the water
whenever possible.
bottom conditions,

column,

we used bottom samples

To evaluate the relationship between surface ana
we deleted any obvious outliers and used simple

linear regression to compare the paired surface and bottom values.
3ottcm salinity explained > 90s of the variation in surface salinity,
and the bottom temperature explained > 97« of the variation in surface
temperature.

The similarity between surface and bottom conditions was

16
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expected because the water column in areas of data collection were
generally shallow and well-mixed.
primarily benthic,

Postlarval brown shrimp are

so we chose to use the bottom values for

temperature and salinity.

If bottom values were missing,

we

substituted surface values.
Because brown shrimp abundance may be influenced by acres of
available nursery habitat,
onshore transport
Childers et ai.
data.

river flow,

rainfall,

{Barrett and Gillespie 1975;

marsh flooding,

and

Zimmerman et ai.

1991;

1990', we assembled a second set cf environmental

Unlike the environmental data in the first set,

this second set

was collected independently cf the biclcgical sampling.

The LDWF

provided an annual estimate of the total number cf marsh acres with a
salinity > 10 pot and also provided mean monthly Mississippi River
flow

{at Tarbert

Simmesport,

LA;.

precipitation
conditions

Landing,

and Atchafaiaya River flow

in southern Louisiana and an index of synoptic weather

{see Muller and Willis

1983 for a description of the

Frontal Gulf Return and Gulf Return

conditions were extracted from the weather dataset and used as

indices of onshore transport and marsh flooding events.
level data from coastal gauges represent marsh inundation
ai.

<at

The Louisiana Climate Center creviced mean monthly

synoptic weather dataset).
weather

MS)

1990),

3ecause water
{Childers et

we usee an index of water level from daily and monthly data

reported for the United States Geological Survey tide gauge at Grande
Isle,

Barataria Bay,

LA.

The water-level data initially contained a

strong linear trend component that represented long-term marsh
subsidence,

so we detrended the dataset by using the residuals

linear regression c-f water level versus time

(in months)

from a

for the

period 1970-1997.

17
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2.3.2

Annual indices
We chose to use annual indices because we were interested in the

interannual variation in the fishery-dependent data,

and because we

were concerned about statistical problems associated with using
monthly indices.

During preliminary analyses

built statistical models using annual indices
abundances and monthly indices
April temperature,

(Haas et ai.

19591,

for the stage-specific

for the environmental variables

May salinity).

we

Using monthly values

(e.g.,

for

environmental variables caused us to consider toe many predictor
variables

(over 60)

relative to the 28 annual observations available.

After carefully scrutinizing the preliminary models,
using monthly indices
correlations,

could lead to a high probability of spurious

unreaiisticaliy high correlation

additional muit icciiinearity problems.
chose to create annual

we decided that

indices

Hence,

coefficients,

and

for tr.us ar.ai.ysis, we

for ail response and predictor

variables.
We used seasor.au subsets or data to represent
biological and environmental

time periods

critical

(Table 2.2).

Sicicgical

data were chosen to include only the time periods of high shrimp
abundance.

Hence,

low-catch samples did not dilute the signal

contained within the high-catch samples,

and yearly estimates

represented the influence of the major brown shrimp spawning period.
The environmental data were further narrowed to include only the time
periods of peak shrimp abundance.

The designated critical periods

were generally narrower for the environmental variables than for the
biological variables to minimize any dilution effects cf averaging
environmental conditions during periods with relatively low shrimc
abund a n c e .

18
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Table 2.2.
Summary of the months that were included in the critical
biological and environmental periods for each life stage.
Index
Postlarval
Juvenile
Adult

Biological data
January - May
February - August
May - August

Environmental data
February - April
March - June
May - .August

Annual averages of biological and environmental variables were
calculated from data at the finest temporal scale available.
the postlarval,
calculated

early juvenile,

and late juvenile indices were

from weekly data at multiple stations.

Because some cf the

environmental data were only available on a monthly basis,
environmental indices
calculated

(e.g.,

precipitation,

from monthly data.

Hence,

The annual

river flow;

several

were

index cf adult acundan.ee was

mere complicated to cui.cuiate cecause c.ne eaten and etccrt uata were
reporter: separately.

The adult

index was

calculated by dividing t.ne

monthly inshore catch by the mcntniy inshore effort;
monthly offshore

dividing the

catch oy the monthly offsnore effort;

calculating a

mean monthly CPUE by averaging t.ne monthly inshore CPUE and monthly
offshore CPUE; then calculating a mean annual CPUE by averaging the
monthly mean CPUE for May through August
The annual average

'Figure 2.2;.

for each biological and environmental

variable was calculated by using simple arithmetic means.
considered calculating averages using a general
to correct
to year.

We

linear model

approach

for slightly uneven spatial and temporal sampling from year
We chose,

however,

to calculate averages using the easily-

interpreted simple arithmetic means because means calculated from both
methods were well
0.8344

correlated

(r~ = 0.9181

for early-juvenile data,

for postlarval data,

r" = C.9268

r: =

for late-juvenile d a t a ; .

We addressed multicollinearity concerns regarding the annual indices
by averaging two salinity variables

(salinity in bays and in marshes)

19
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Chat were well-correlaced

(r‘ = 0.8256).

We also omitted the variable

for the number of marsh acres with salinity > 10 ppt because it was
correlated with the new averaged estuarine salinity variable
0.6626).

(R~ =

We filled in one missing value for water clarity in the

marshes by predicting its value from the water clarity in the bays
= 0.5575),

and we omitted 197C from the postlarval analysis because we

were missing values

for turbidity in both the marshes and the cays.

©
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0 5,

SMR
BMA
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Figure 2.2.
Predicted and observed brown shrimp abundance estimates
for each life stage (a) postlarvai, (b) early juvenile, (c) late
juvenile, and (d) adult.
Observed values are shown with a bold line
and circular markers.
Predicted values from the stepwise multiple
regression analysis (SMR) are shown with a dashed line and X-markers.
Predicted values from Bayesian model averaging (BMA) analysis are
shown with a dotted line and square markers.
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To create the annual indices used in the statistical analysis,
we standardized predictor variables and transformed response
variables.

To enable direct comparison of regression parameters

SMR and BMA,
variable

we standardized the annual index for each predictor

'including stage-specific abundance indices)

the mean from each annual value,
deviation.

Figure 2.3 shows plots of the standardized indices for
We corrected residual

from normality by transforming the unstandardized abundance

indices when we used them as response variables.
log transformat ion for the postlarval,
juvenile

indices;

the adult

2.3.3

by subtracting

and then dividing by its standard

five predictor variables versus year.
departures

in

We usee a natural

early-juvenile,

and we used a negative

and late-

inverse transformation

for

index.

Stepwise multiple regression (SMR)
We usee regression analysis to exp-ore tne r e ^ a t i o n s m c s

abundance esccnaces

ar.Q envircnmenca-

raccors.

uncnc

opeci 11 ca--y# we ri-

four regression models to describe the ir.teranr.ua 1 variation in. the
indices of adult,
abundance.

late-juver.ile,

early-juvenile,

and postlarval

In order to model shrimp abundance at each life stage,

used ail available annual environmental

indices plus ail indices of

preceding iife-stage abundance estimates.
seme environmental indices
tidal passes,

(i.e.,

we

Due to data limitations,

the predator index,

and temperature in tidal passes)

salinity in

could net be calculated

for the critical environmental period for each stage-specific model.
3ecause adult abundance may be an indicator cf spawning potential,
lagged the adult
abundance.

we

index for use as a possible predictor of postlarval

We used the same list of predictor variables

and the BMA analysis

for the SMR

(see Table 2.3).
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80

>»

T

T

2 r (d)

1970

1975

1985

1980

1990

1995

Years
ixamcies or environmental indices c.otrea acair.s:
■i crure
years ir.c.caea rr. m e stuay p e n c a :
;aj m e e s t u a r m e s a . m r r y ir.ae:for rhe adult models, :b; the marsh temperature index for the adult
models,
(c) the cay water clarity index for the juvenile models, ;d;
the precipitation index for the juvenile models, and ;e) the water
level index for the juvenile models.

me

regression moae.s were c u n t

regression procedure
199CI.

ir. SAS

using a rorward stepwise

;selection = stepwise,

SAS

Institute

The stepwise procedure started with a model with no predictor

variables.

If any F statistic

contribution to the model)

(that reflected each variable's

was below the entry criteria

(p < 0.10),

the variable with the highest F statistic was added to the model.
each step,

At

variables that were not significant at the 0.15 level were

removed.
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Table 2.3.
The probability of a linear term in each Bayesian model
describing stage-specific brown shrimp abundance estimates.
Probabilities over 0.50 are in bold and have at least a 1:1 odds ratio
of being included in the model.
Dashes (-) indicate where
environmental predictor variables were unavailable or where biological
predictor variables were inappropriate for each stage-specific model.

Intercept
Lagged adult index
Fostlarval index
Early juvenile index

Postlarvae

Early
juvenile

—ate
t uver.i le

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

vj•U 'tc z.

0.C715

-

-

-

0.0355
0 ^ s7 s
C .C 7 6 5

0.0385
0.0355
0.2390
0.0850

.~du?Z

1.0000
-

-

0.0320
C.0 5 9C

0.053C

0.8740

]uv 0 ni i.6 ir.deX

j • »*t• "
Z

Frontal gulf return
Gulf return
Precipitation
Predator index
River flew rate
S a u m i t y 'estuary!
S a - 1 r.1 1 y !c a s s e s ,
Temperature {bays;
Temceraoure {marshes'
Temperature .passes;
Water Clarity {bays;
Water Clarity .marshes
Water level

Z "7,*\
0.0465
0.0^25
0.0345
1 ' t ^ i~
. . ji i ■
1.1231

1.2165
1.4 321
-.
Z.1^95
Z .13 4 5

j •_
<*tu z

■*- oq r z
1.14 6 5
i.:14 c
_ ._ ' \
*■: «7 -

0.5220
0.0935
u •c a 4

- •w -z

from the SMR models

for normality,

and non-ir.depender.ee of the error term.

used the Shapiro Wilks test to determine departures

the biological

•j,U 0
j.vj4
-

0.4990

0]17 15
0.0395
0.3560
- •'sj 'w
0.166 0

1.1135
1.13 o 5

We examined the residuals
homogeneity cf variance,

C.052C
*2n
U.“
JJ
yjr
U\
1.135 5
Z .j " z 3
_. ^

response variables,

We

from normality.

we found r.c evidence against these

basic regression assumptions and r.c evidence of highly influential
observations in any cf the final SMR models.

2.3.4

Bayasian model averaging (BMA)
Because we were concerned about uncertainty of model selection

using the traditional regression techniques,
dataset using BMA.

we analyzed the same

The traditional SMR built a single model

for each
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response variable by selecting a single subset cf predictor variables.
The BMA approach,

on the other hand,

examines a large sample of the

possible models and averages the parameter estimates across the sample
of possible models.

The number cf possible models equaled 2!, where ?

equals the number of predictor variables
juvenile ? = 14,

late juvenile ? = 15,

(postlarval ? = 13, early

adult ? = 12( .

Thus,

BMA.

calculated parameter estimates comparable tc regression coefficients,
but a.sc estimated tne procabij.ity ct including eacr. variacle as a
linear predictor.
We used 3MA to calculate the mean cf the posterior distribution
cf the coefficients

for each predictor variable

2000

Although BMA allows different prior probabilities

for details

.

for each precictor variable,
cricr c r i
variables,

1 i*iv ir.

see lamer, and Clyce

we gave each predictor variable the same

3r.3l*/sis.

sp

ws ri3ci t.3'y/ cocci'

we used the Stochastic Search Variable Selection

algorithm cf George and McCuiiocr.

199~;

(SSVS:

tc traverse the rr.cde 1 space.

This Markov Chain Monte Carlo method was used to approximate BMA us Inc
a subset

of all possible models.

not removed from the model;

In SSVS,

instead,

predictor variables were

the coefficier.ts of the credictcr

variables shrank toward oerc when they were not included in many cf
the possible models visited by the SVSS algorithm.

We calculated the

probability of including each variable as a linear predictor by
calculating the sum of the number of times the term was included in
the sampled models and dividing by the total number cf sameled models.
When the probability of inclusion equaled 0.50,
odds ratio of being included.

the term had a 1:1

Variables with probabilities of

inclusion < 0.5G were not considered likeiy predictor variables.

24
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2.3.5 Comparison betwean stepwise multiple regression and Bayesian
model averaging
We compared the results from SMR and BMA by examining the list
of important predictor variables from each model and by comparing
values of the coefficients for the important predictor variables.

The

SMR parameter estimates represent the direction and the slope of the
relationship.

In BMA., the sign of the parameter estimates still

represents the direction of the relationship,

but the magnitude cf the

coefficient is a function of the slope of the relationship and also of
the likelihood of inclusion as a linear term.

If a predictor was

included in most of the possible models in the BMA,
regression coefficients
If, however,

we expected the

from both statistical methods tc be similar.

a predictor was net included in many cf the possible

models in BMA, we expected the coefficient calculated through BMA to
shrink toward zero to represent uncertainty as tc whether or net the
predictor variable should be in the model.
The results of the SMR and BMA were further evaluated by
comparing the predicted values and error terms
used the final equations

from both models.

We

from each SMR and BMA model tc predict stage-

specific abundance indices for each year in the study period,

and we

plotted the observed abundance estimates and the two sets of abundance
predictions versus years.

2.3.6

Generalized additive models (GAMs)
We used GAMs

1992!

(Hastie and Tibshirani 1990; Chambers and Hastie

to explore the possibility of additive,

relationships.

non-linear

GAMs have been used to relate fishery recruitment to

stock size and environmental

factors

(Daskalov 1999)

and are a

flexible way to explore relationships that may be nonlinear.

The

response variable in GAMs is modeled by evaluating the function

25
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corresponding to each predictor variable,
together with the intercept.

then summing the values

We used GAMs as an exploratory method,

rather than as our primary analysis tool,
parameters

because the statistical

in GAMs can be difficult to interpret and GAMs use more

degrees of freedom than do linear methods.
comings similar to those of the conventional

Also,

GAMs have short

linear regression models

because they produce a single model in which the model uncertainty can
net be directly assessed.
The GAM analysis was restricted to an exploration of the
relationships between abundance
predictors

that were

indices ana the environmental

identified by the SMR ana 3MA analysts.

We

restricted the analysis tc a shcrtenea list of predictor variables
because the GAMs were cver-parameterized
environmental predictors.
crsvicus

. i *>5

if we included all the

We included all biological

-ai- s ic«r.i z ic<3r.3

trcir. *ir.0

r03Sion analysis, ir.d a-- variables witn
Prccab 1

1

*ty or inclusion

.i.a.,

indices

3 r*3attar

for

stscwis*;

~bar. 3*30

*insar rs^atticnsnip) as inbicattac cy

the BMA.
We used a stepwise model-fitting procedure
scrtware

(step.gam,

itatisticai sciences

the fit of the additive model.

-991)

The initial

unspecified smooth function for each term.

to iterativeiy evaluate

full model consisted cf an
The final model was fit

using an iterative technique called cackfitting
1990).

in the 5-PLUS

(Hastie and Tibshirani

The model was reduced in a stepwise fashion using the Akaike

Information Criterion

(AIC, Akaike 1973)

optimal in terms of AIC.

The AIC uses a sum cf squares criteria that

includes a penalty for model complexity
the reduced model,

so that the final model was

(number of p a r a m e t e r s ) .

In

a predictor could remain included as a full

smoothing spline term,

could be reduced to a linear term,

or could be
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omitted from the model.

We calculated an approximate R; value for each

model by dividing the residual deviance by the null deviance,
subtracting that product

then

from one.

We investigated the contribution of the postlarval term to the
adult GAM because the relationship between postlarvae and adults
appeared to be heavily influenced by a few outlying points,
the slope of the relationship was shallow,
term was not important

because

and because the postlarval

in the SMR or 3MA analysis.

We evaluated the

contribution of the postlarval term by specifying a reduced GAM model
without the postlarval

index and comparing it to the full GAM model

with the postlarval term.

We compared the R‘ values of the two models,

and we used the ANCVA function in S-rLUS to produce a chi-square
statistic that evaluated the difference

in deviance between the full

and reduced CiCCc ic .

2.4

Results

2.4.1

Stepwise multiple regression
Incerar.r.ua! variation in the index of postlarval abundance was

not well described by the stepwise regression model
Water

clarity

(in the bays)

entered the model
0.1C:.

(Table 2.41.

was the only predictor variable that

(when the level cf significance for entry was a =

Only 1 0 ; of the variation in the index cf postlarval abundance

was explained by the model,

and the overall regression model was not

significant when evaluated at a = 0.05.

Because the lagged index of

adult abundance was not a significant predictor variable,

there was r.c

direct evidence that postlarval recruitment was linearly related to
spawning-stock size during the period of sampling.
Environmental predictors were important components in the models
that described early juvenile abundance in the marshes and late
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juvenile abundance in the bays

(Table 2.4).

Both regression models

were significant when evaluated at a = 0.05,

and both models explained

almost half of the variation in the indices of juvenile abundance.
Indices of previous life stage abundances were not significant
either of the juvenile models.

ir.

Temperature was the most important

predictor of juvenile abundance,

and it accounted for about 25- of the

variability in the early and late juvenile models

(partial Re = 0.17 -

0.07 for early juveniles and 0.25 for late juve n i l e s ) .

Water level

and water clarity were the remaining predictors of juvenile
a bundances.
Table 2.4.
Results of the stepwise multiple regression (SMR) analysis
used to describe the stage-specific brown shrimp abundance indices.
The order of the predictor variables represents the order in which
they entered the moael.
A plus ',-) or minus (-) in the second column
indicates the slope cf the regression coefficient.
Significant terms
(where alpha = 0 .1 0 )
- Water clarity (bays)
* Temperature (passes;
- Water level
- Water clarity (bays)

Index
Postlarva i
Early
juver.i ie
(marshes)

♦ Temperature
*
*

lace
juvenile
(bays)
Adult

Partial
R~
0.107g
0.1735
0.1025
0. 176C

(marshes)

0.065 9

Temperature (bays)
Water clarity (bays)
Water level
Early juveniles
Salinity (estuary)
Temperature (marshes)

0.2490

Model
R'
0.1074
0.5180

Model
P-vaiue
0.0951
0.0016

0 .4399

0 .GC2~

0.6195

0.0001

0 . 1 2 0 1

0 .0708
0.3605
0.1115
0 .1475

Ait hcugh there were significant envi ronmencal predictors cf the
index cf adult abundance,
tr*s most

the index of ear iy j uveni ie abundance was

important predictor

significant

(p = G.0G01)

(Table 2.4).

The mode 1 was highly

and explained over 601 of the variation in

the index cf adult abundance.

The index of early-juvenile abundance

accounted for over 36* of the variation in adult abundance.
and temperature

(in marshes)

were significant predictors,

Salinity

and when
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combined,

they accounted for about 25* of the variation in the adult

model.

2.4.2

Bayesian model averaging
The BMA results suggested that no predictor variables

successfully modeled the interannual variation in the postlarval index
(Table 2.3!.

None of the predictor variables had a high probability

of inclusion as a linear term in the postlarval model,

and the

intercept was the only parameter that was included in mere than 5Cthe models.
marshes)

The twe water clarity terms

(in the bays and in the

had the highest probabi1 ities of inclusion,

probabilities were low

(i.e.,

of

each term was

but the

included in less than

15 •

of the m o d e l s ! .
The BMA die net

identify any of the indices cf previous

stage abundance as likely predictors of either early
abundances,

life

or late juvenile

and there was a low probability that environmental

predictors were linearly related to either juvenile abundance index
(Table 2.3).
1

water clarity in the bays was

n approximately na_ r ,

. t _ odds ratio)

included as a linear term

or the ear 1 y cuven 1 »e me he _ s .

No ether predictor was included in more than half of the medels.
Bayesian model averaging identified both biological and
environmental variables that were likely to have a linear relaticr.shic
with the index of adult abundance

(Table 2.3;.

The index cf earlv

juvenile abundance was included as a linear term in ever 57. cf the
the marshes were
included in slightly less than half of the sampled models.

2.4.3 Comparison between stepwise multiple regression and Bayesian
model averaging
Stepwise multiple regression and BMA agreed or. the sign cf the
regression coefficients for all of the most

likely predictors
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(Table

2.5).

The postlarval index was negatively related to water clarity

[in b a y s ) .

Both juvenile abundance indices were positively related to

temperature and negatively related to water clarity
water level.

(in bays),

and

The index of adult abundance was positively related tc

the early juvenile index,

salinity,

and temperature

(in marshes).

Table 2.5.
Comparison of parameter estimates between the stagespecific models built via stepwise multiple regression (SMR) and
Bayesian model averaging (BMA). Bold face in the third column
indicates terms that are included in over 50* of the sample models,
and bold face in the fourth column indicates significant terms in the
stepwise multiple regression models.
Bayesian parameter estimates are
shrunk toward zero because they reflect the slope of the regression
line and the probability of inclusion in the sampled models.
A plus
(f) or minus (-' in the third or fourth column indicates the slope cf
the regression coefficient.
Index

Most

Postlarval
Early
j uvenile
imarsr.es;

Water clarity (bays)
Temperature (marshes)
Temperature (passes)
Water clarity (Days)
Water level
.emcerature (ba v s )
Water clarity (bays)
Water level

Late
juvenile
(b a y s ’
Adult

likely 3MA terms

*•
-

0.0535
0.04 67
0.0413
3.04 15

post larval to adult stage.
(Table 2.6;.

/ 3.3240
/ 0.2905
/ U »U •i--j
O *3SI
/

- 0.000112 / 0.499C
- 0.00009C / 0.4 320

* 0.15;

imp roved frcm ~ he

The errc r terms were similar using ccth

Meither method adequately m cdeled th <3

interannua - variation m

G.-O)/

+ 0.0926
- 0.2017
- 0.1732
+ 0.1339
+ 0.1187
- 0.1084
+ 0.000237
+ 0.000240
+ 0.000203

+ 0.000238 / 0.8740

The fit cf both the SMR and ohe BMA models

models

-0.2823
+ 0.1001

- 0.0976 / 0.5220

Salinity (estuary)
Temperature (marshes!

methods

SMR
estimate

BMA estimate /
? (inclusion!
- 0.0355 / 0.1355
- 3.0063 / 0.0750
* 0.0203 / 0.1660

tne post-ar val index.

3coh iuven lie SMR

had better fits than the postlarval SMR model

cut net as good as the adult SMR model

^
^C
-v.} .
(R~ —
- >
j .b

-

The

predicted Ysuues caucui.ated zrem the SMR and from the BMA tracked each
other more closely than they tracked the observed values

(Figure 2.2).

Several of the significant predictors in the SMR analysis had
low probabilities of inclusion in the BMA

(Table 2.5),

the regression parameter estimates toward zero.

which shrank

Because terms with
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less chan 50 s probability of inclusion are not considered likely
predictors,

the BMA identified fewer likely predictors than the SMR.

Neither method identified likely predictors of postlarval abundance.
The SMR identified four significant predictors of early juvenile
abundance; whereas the BMA only identified one likely predictor.

The

late juvenile and adult SMR models had three significant predictors;
whereas

the BMA did not identify any likely predictors of the late

juvenile stage and only one predictor of the adult stage.
Table 2.6.
Comparison of the mean square error between the stagespecific models built via stepwise multiple regression 'SMR) and
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) .

2.4.4

SMR
C.68S6
0.0755
0.0954

BM-A
0 .6 5 6 C
0.0780
0.0652
0.9~24

*-*
o
00
-1

Response variable
Postlarval index
Early juvenile index (in the marshes!
Late juvenile index (in the bays!
Adult index (x 10' )

Generalized additive models
Generalized additive models did not identify any nonlinear

relationships among the stage-specific abundance estimates,

though the

GAMs did suggest a possible nonlinear relationship with turbidity
(Table 2.7; .

All but three of the spline terms were either omitted

from the model or reduced to linear terms.
model,

temperature was modeled with a nonlinear

of the curve,
test,

In the early juvenile

however,

p = C.C9)

.

function.

The shape

was not significantly different than linear

In the late juvenile model,

water clarity was

modeled with a bell-shaped curve that was significantly different
linear

(F-test,

with a curved,

p =

0.02).

In the adult model,

but increasing function,

different than linear
In general,
those of the SMR.

IB-

frcm

salinity was modeled

that was only marginally

(F-test, p = 0.05).

the results of the GAM analysis were similar to
The higher R~ values in the GAMs

(Table 2.4 verses
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Table 2.7)

resulted partially from the addition of the spline terms

and partially resulted from the difference in model building
techniques.

The SMR models were sampled according to F statistics,

whereas the GAMs were selected based on maximizing AIC.
exceptions,

the GAMs

first exception,

included the same terms as in the SMR.

from the SMR results because

turbidity was only marginally significant
In the second exception,

the adult GAM.

In the

the postlarval GAM did not include water clarity.

This is not a meaningful departure

0.10).

With two

in SMR medel

the postlarval

{Table 2.4,

index was included in

The slope of the relationship with postlarvae was

shallow and heavily weighted by a few outlying observations.
postlarval term, contributed little to the adult model.
for the full GAM model with the postlarval term was

The

The R

~ R

value

c.niy slight*'/

higher than the reduced GAM model without the pest larval term
Full = O.'osl;

c =

R

Reduced = 0.7246! , and the reduced model was r.c"

significantly different than the full model

{chi-square,

c = 1.9556! .

TaCi 6 l.. . ,t6 Su*L 5 rrorn t r.e 5
sp<sci z ic cj0 n 0 r3 -.iz£c* deer, tr vs
models {GAMs! used tc describe stage-specific brown shrimp abundance.
A plus !-! or minus ;
before the name of the included term indicates
the direction of the relationship, and an (5; indicates the variable
was rnocis«.sc witr. s srriootfti.no sp^ir.s tsrm.
Index

- R

Included terms
none

Postlarval
Early
’uvenile

0.6509

Late
juvenile

0.6553

Adult

0.7681

;s ;
-

Water level
Water clarity {marshes!
Temperature (marshes!
Temperature (passes;
Temperature (bays)
:s) Water clarity (bays!
Water Level
Early juvenile index
r
Postlarval index
(5) Salinity (estuary!
Temperature (marshes)

Omitted terms
Lagged adult index
Water c * a n t y \cays.
Postlarval index

Postlarval index
nariv cuveniie m a e x
Late juvenile index
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2.5

Discussion
The results presented in this study were

changes in the way the data were assembled.

fairly robust tc slight

During initial analyses,

we considered deleting outlier values of the annual indices
(particularly in the juvenile indices for 1970 and 1978).

The SMR

models built with and without t.ne potential outliers -were very
similar,
also

and we decided to include all values of annual indices.

considered using the calendar year as a predictor variable.

the exception of the postlarval models
results

(wnicn show a time trend),

We
With
the

from the SMR and BMA were similar in models with and without a

year variable.

We also examined the SMR and BMA. results with log-

trar.sformed ana untrar.sformed response variables.

The BMA produced

very similar models with logged and u.ntransformed response variables
for eacr. uiie stage,

a.tnough t.ne j u v e n n e SMR mcoe.s s.ucwea s^.gr.t

cii t zerecces ir. crie er.vircr.rner.cel Yctri.aC.Lss Lr.cLuctsct ss si-cnir i
predictors.

For example,

the early juvenile SMR model

using the

untransfcrmed abundance index substituted salinity terms

for the water

clarity and water level terms included in the log-transformed
abundance model that we described in this analysis.
analyses we also produced models for annual catch
CPUE).

In preliminary

(as opposed to

We did not report these results because they were very similar

tc those of the CPUE models reported here when effort was

included as

a predictor variable in the catch model.

2.5.1

Comments on statistical methods
Bayesian model averaging and SMR methods

similar explanatory power,
predictor variables.

resulted in models with

but the BMA analysis suggested fewer linear

Bayesian methods added to the analysis because

they allowed us to quantify our confidence in the variable selection
of the stepwise approach by examining the probabilities of inclusion
^ <>

JJ
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for each predictor variable.

We might not expect similar performances

from the BMA and SMR methods if we had more observations
would be more likely to find spurious significant
we were using the model to make
not used in model

fitting

forecasts

(when it

relationships!

or if

for observations that were

(Lamon and Clyde 2000).

We suggest using caution when evaluating models produced from
SMR.

In this analysis,

correlations.
temperature,

For example,

water clarity,

3MA. model did net
variables.

tne SMR produced models with possibly spurious
the late juvenile SMR model

included

and water ^eve^; wr.ereas tne _ate juvenile

identify any likely environmental predictor

Although

it is possible

for SMR to underparameter ice a

model by identifying only a single term from a suite of biologicallyimportant multicoliinear variables,

comparison with BMA. results

suggest that our tM^. m.oce^s were procacly over —parametertcec.
either case,

strict

interpretation of SMR results,

predictor variables of moderate to low statistical

.r

especially of
importance,

may

produce misleading conclusions.
The GAMs were useful to this analysis

for two reasons.

First,

they helped identify a possible non-linear reiatiensnip witn
turbidity.

Second,

the lack of spline terms in biological variables

suggested we did not mis-specify non-linear relationships between
successive life stages.

This is an important consideration because

relationships between successive life stages are often modeled with
non-linear functions
models!.

(e.g.,

classical spawner-recruit

The GAMs are considered exploratory,

fisheries

and the final models

should be interpreted with caution because we have the same concerns
about muiticoiiinearity and model uncertainty with the GAMs as we did
with the S M R s .

In future analyses we plan to more fully explore non-
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linear relationships

(both additive and non-additive)

in this same

dataset.

2.5.2

Environmental correlates
Temperature was positively correlated with shrimp abundance

during all but the postlarval stage.
life stages

The abundance indices

(early juvenile through adult)

temperature.

for later

increased with increasing

The positive relationship between temperature and shrimp

production has been reported elsewhere

(Barrett and Gillespie

1975;

3arrett ana Ralph IS-"7 '
, and may result

from increased growth at higher

temperatures and a subsequent reduced period of vulnerability tc
siced-based predation mortality

(Micelle et ai.

1919).

Increased salinity in tne estuary was positively correlated with
increased adult shrimp

abundance.

This salinity index was also

correlated with the ZZWF's annual estimate cf the number of acres cf
marsh with salinity

> 10 pot,

a metric that the LTWF has used to help

evaluate tr.e ir.tera.nual variation in adult shrimp abundance.
Increased salinity has oeen historically associated with increased
shrimp production
Zimmerman et al.
direct
5 3

result

(Barrett and Gillespie
1990a),

197 c; Barrett

and Ralph 19“'';

but the association is not necessarily a

cf a physiological preference of brown shrimp

iir.iiv.

snrirr.p rr.ay og drawn

associated with high salinity

1 0

for nigh

C 6 r*air. prGy niGicis

(Zimmerman et ai.

199Gb),

and

fluctuations in salinity may represent

fluctuations in the total

acreage of appropriate nursery habitat

(Barrett and Gillespie 1975).

The results of this study provided inconclusive evidence
regarding the relationship between water clarity and shrimp abundance.
The correlation between abundance and water clarity was negative for
early juveniles,

but positive or bell-shaped for the late juveniles.

Negative correlations between water clarity and shrimp abundance may
35
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be a product of increased shrimp production due to less predation
pressure from visual predators

(Minello et al.

1987).

Negative

correlations could also arise from differences related to catchability
rather than production.

High water clarity may decrease catches

because shrimp in clear water may bury more in the substrate
et ai.

1987)

(Minello

or be better able tc detect and avoid the sampling gear.

Positive correlations between water clarity and shrimp abundance are
possible if clear water supports high primary production and increases
available food resources.
There are three possible reasons

for the inconsistent

relationships between water clarity and abundance.
differences

(shallow marshes versus deeper bays)

sampling might account
clarity and catch.

for different

Second,

First,

habitat

in -he stage-specific

relationships between water

if the relationship between water clarity

and shrimp abundance is truly bell-shaped,

linear methods may mis-

modei the relationship with a mor.otonicaiiy increasing or decreasing
function.

Third,

it is possible that correlations between water

clarity and abundance were caused by relationships between abundance
and meteorological

factors that influence water clarity levels.

Decreased water levels were associated with high indices of
juvenile abundance.

Water levels may effect sampling efficiency

rather than the sice of the population.

Differences in catchability

may explain why the correlation with water level is not carried into
the adult life stage
sampling efficiency).

(when water level is not likely to affect
When water level is low,

shrimp lose access tc

the marsh and become concentrated in deeper channels where they are
more susceptible to the sampling gear.

The relationship between water

level and shrimp production may be curvilinear.
(1990)

Childers et ai.

assert that there are low harvests in low-water years when
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there is little marsh inundation and therefore minimal access to the
marsh,

and there are also low harvests when intense fresh-water input

causes very high water

levels and a reduced area of high-salinity

shrimp habitat.

2.5.3

Importance of estuarine conditions
Three observations

conditions are critical
brown shrimp.

from this study suggest that estuarine
in determining the year-class strength of

The first observation is the strong correlation between

juveniles and adults.

In this study,

the variation

in the early

juvenile index explained more than hair of the variation

in adult

abundance,

and similar correlations between juvenile shrimp ana

commercial

catch have been documented elsewhere

1987],

:Klima et

al.

1981,

The second supporting observation is the lac.-: of correlation

between early life stages
previous ^ i r6 ~s I ac. 6

.i.e.,

icuaGar.C'SS.

postlarval ar.a 'uvenile stages

Tr»*s inirb supper -irv^ obssrvatiion is

the important role of environmental parameters
abundance.

ar.c

in explaining juvenile

The regulatory role of processes occurring in the estuary

has also been suggested
Minello et al.

1989j .

the last 3C years,

in other studies

'3arrett and Ralph 19” ;

These results combine to suggest that curing

adult shrimp abundance was mere influenced by

estuarine conditions than by fluctuations in spawning-stock sice.
One possible reason for undetected links between successive
stages could be insufficient abundance data.

life

There are several

factors that make it especially difficult to quantify stage-specific
abundances of estuarine-dependent organisms:
in habitat utilization,

the ontogenetic shifts

the effects of emigration and immigration,

the

influence of multiple environmental signals and their impact on
catchability,

the difficulty in using both fisheries-independent and

fisneries-dependent estimates,

and the time expenditure associated
37
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with acquiring annual data.

These same issues may have contributed to

the lack of importance of the predatory index in this study.
Of ail variables in our dataset,

we believe the postlarval

index

was least likely to reflect actual abundances because the sampling
effort was spatially-limited and because postlarvae are notoriously
difficult tc sample.

Postlarval abundance is not historically well

correlated with commercial catch

iSutter and Christmas 1992),

and

problems associated with postlarval data are well-documented
(Christmas et al.
recruitment

19S6; 3erry and Baxter 1969).

is sporadic and patchy,

3ecause postlarval

it is questionable whether t.ne

current semper r.c crctocci captures er.oucr. or the spatid-.-y and
temporal!'/-complex arrival patterns cf post larvae tc be useful

for

long-term studies.
Because we *ackec ccniicence m

one cost.arva.

mcex,

we created

an alternative model tc explore the relationship between spawningstock sice and subsequent

recruitment of their young.

t.ne spawning stock wit.o a one year

~aq or t.ne adu^t

recruits with the late juvenile index.
model,

We represented

mcex

and tr.e

As in the initial postlarval

the estimation cf the spawning stock

(lagged adult

index)

was

not a significant predictor of recruitment to the late juvenile stage.
Although the accuracy of the postlarval index needs tc be resolved
before we can make conclusive remarks regarding postlarval dynamics,
the lack of a significant
and juveniles

relationship between the lagged adult index

in the bays suggests that the undetected relationship

between spawning-stock size and postlarval recruitment tc the estuary
was not merely caused by insufficient postlarval data.
During the period of study,

spawning-stock size did net have a

linear relationship with subsequent recruitment cf young.

Although

both quasi-linear and Beverton Holt-type relationships between penaeid
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stock and recruitment
elsewhere,

to various life stages have been proposed

these models are highly controversial

short-lived,

(Garcia 1983}.

highly-fecund species such as shrimp,

In

a small spawning

stock can support high recruitment to the fishery.

Hence,

brown

shrimp recruitment may not be well-ccrrelaced with spawning stock
(adults)

under most conditions.

seme critical

Only when spawning stack fails below

level would recruitment be highly influenced by stock

s ize .
Identifying mechanisms t.nat regulate juvenile production within
estuaries will be a critical step in the ongoing effort to effectively
manage Louisiana's shrimp resource.
the critical

lompcnent

shrimp in Louisiana,
annual

in determining the year-zlass strength cf brtwr.

and estuarine

fishery recruitment.

not be managed

(e.g.,

Juvenile shrimp production may be

conditions

are lively to affect

Although some estuarine

temperature,

rainfall),

anthrcccgenic impacts that can be mitigated.

renditions

there are several
We should further

examine tr.ose estuarine processes tr.at ran ce managed
water diversions,

wetland loss and fragmentation, .

examine spatia^. components w i t n m

one estuary.

e.g.,

iresh

We sr.oulc also

i.tvircnmenta*.

predictors described less than half of the interannual variation
juvenile shrimp abundance.

ran

in

Some of the unexplained variation in zur

statistics^ modeus can pcssicuy ce explained cy sra**-scaie scatiavariation in habitat,
correiative analysis.

which has net been traditionally included in
3ecause coastal Louisiana has undergone

substantial wetland loss and fragmentation ever the past 50 years,
spatial analysis of the associations between estuarine habitat and
shrimp growth and survival are particularly needed.
In this study, we have described a new combination of
statistical tools that can be used to examine the dynamics of
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estuarine-deper.dent

fishery species.

important management implications.

Our results have several
First,

we believe that sustainable

management practices can not be solely limited to regulating catch.
At current stock levels,

annual production appears to be more

regulated by environmental conditions within the estuary rather than
by postlarval arrival to the estuary.

Second,

we recommend focusing

future investigations on processes that affect juvenile growth and
survival in estuaries.

A more thorough understanding

of the

interaction between estuarine dynamics and shrimp survival will net
only help effectively manage the shrimp fishery,
insights

into the management cf ether

but may yield

commercially important

estuarine-dependent species.

2.6
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

LINKING ESTUARINE HABITATS TO BROWN SHRIMP SURVIVAL:
IMPLICATIONS OF A SPAT IALLY-EXPLICIT,INDIVIDUAL-BASED
SIMULATION MODEL.

Introduction
There is a growing awareness of the role of habitat in the

production of fish and shellfish species.

The passage of the

Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act ir. 1996 has
highlighted the importance of essential

fish habitat,

and habitat

issues are beginning to be considered when evaluating fishery
m<3r.egemer. c piafiS •

In me my coesce— srsas,

r.acurai r.abitaLS ars

becoming fragment:ed and lest to encroaching human development.
Understanding the spatial component of ecological processes
therefore critical,

especially when attempting t; manage exploited,

estuarir.e-dependent spec Les.

Many recreat ional ly and rcmmercial ly

important species utilize coasta- marsr.es as nursery
1999).

Fortunately,

is

crcur.GS

1!ine_*

our technical ability to represent spatially-

complex habitats and the interactions between habitat and organisms
also increasing.

Geographic information systems and spatially-

expiicit simulations allow us to quantitatively model hew
r.eterogenecus r.abitats attect aquatio ciota.
Shrimp are an example of a commercially exploited species that
may be highly affected by changes in marsh habitat.
estuarine-dependent species,
larvae neve shoreward,

like other

adult brcwr. shrirp.p spawn offshore,

the

and postlarvae settle in the estuaries.

Juveniles grew within the estuary and then migrate offshore.
current population levels in Louisiana,

At

the year-class strength cf

brown shrimp appears to be related tc juvenile survival within the
estuary

(3arrett and Ralph 1977, Mineiio et al.

Press); yet,

19S9b,

Haas et ai.

environmental predictors often describe iess than half

the interannual variation in juvenile shrimp abundance

(Haas et ai.
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I

Pre s s ) .

Some of che unexplained variation in statistical models can

possibly be explained by variation in habitat-related effects on
growth and mortality,

which have not been traditionally included in

these correlative analyses.
Although the mechanisms are not well-understood,

there is

evidence to suggest that shrimp are influenced by marsh attributes
(e.g., amount of vegetation,
system basis,
1977).

amount c£ edge habitat).

On a system to

shrimp harvests are correlated with wetland area

(Turner

More extensive wetland systems produce higher shrimp harvests.

3ecause severer processes

occur as wetlands c i s m t e g r a t e ,

tne

relationship between habitat and shrimp production may involve habitat
character1stics in addition to just total wetland area.
disintegrate,

two processes occur.

Vegetation is converted

water; arc tne amount of edge nabrtat
initially ir.trsasir.-j,
disintegration,
disintegration

As marshes
into

follows a ccm e —shapec curve,

tnsn C'sakinc at ir.tsr’
insciiats lsv°is ci

and finally aecreasing at high levels of
(Browder et ai.

1985).

Changes

in edge habitat

are

important to examine because juvenile browr. shrimp are found
associated witr. vegetated edge r.abitat
Zimmerman ICOG; .

(Miner.c .999,

Brown shrimp rarely penetrate

Rcoas and

further than 3 m into

the vegetation from the nearest water-vegetation interface
and Turner 1994) .
Louisiana

(Petersen

Given the high rate of coastal wetland loss in

(Britsch and Dunbar 1993;

and the dome-shaped relationship

between edge and marsh disintegration,

it is critical to examine the

relationship between wetland habitat and shrimp survival.
Individual-based modeling offers a straight-forward way of
combining spatial information with empirical field data in order to
quantitatively explore the relationship between habitat and shrimp
survival.

Individual-based models simulate popuiation-ievel behavior
45
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by representing the population as an assemblage of interacting
individuals.

The individual-based approach is appropriate for

simulating brown shrimp because there is extensive empirical data and
because fine-scale movement is easier to simulate in an IBM than in
more aggregated modeling approaches.
stages,

When simulating early life

it can be important to record the characteristics of surviving

individuals because early life stages often have high mortality rates,
and the relatively few surviving individuals may be determined by a
distinct set of characteristics

(Crowder et ai 1992).

Individual-based

modeling enables the direct comparison of the character 1 s t ics of
survivors compared tc those that died.
This study used a spatially-expiicit,

individual-based

simulation model to explore the role of marsh vegetation ana edge
r.acitat on sr.rimp survival.
mortality,

and growth of individual shrimp during their residence

estuarine marshes.
attributes

The mcael tracked tne movement,
in

The relationship between shrimp survival and marsh

(amount of vegetation and edge habitat;

were examined bv

overlaying the simulation model on various habitat maps that
from aerial photographs.

I created

Biological parameters were derived from

published estimates and from field data.

I examined simulated shrimp

survival across the four habitat maps which haa different amounts of
vegetation and edge habitat.

I also performed a series of sensitivity

analysis tc investigate relationships between mcdel input and
predicted shrimp survival.

Based on the results of simulation

experiments and on the results of the sensitivity analyses,

I offer

suggestions for future research.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Model description.
The model simulated the movement,

mortality,

individuals introduced as weekly shrimp cohorts.
(ceil), survival status,
four tidal stages

and growth of
Shrimp location

and length were updated during each of or

(rising,

high,

falling,

low)

simulated each day.

Each simulation began or. January 1 and ended on September
there were 215 days in each annual simulation.
characteristics

(such as survival status,

percentage of time in vegetation!
Model predictions
survival,

1, sc r(rId Z

Individual

realized growth rates,

f

were recorded for each shrimp.

for population statistics

mean realized growth rates)

(such ac mean percent

were calculated for each hat

mac.
.r*civ«d u d . dnrirrLp were t n r c r n

tr*cy ~:r.

marsh as post larvae until they either died :r reached ~0mm,
juveniles typically begin to move offshore.

wr.er.

The year-class stren:

of brown shrimp appears be established between pcstlarval entrantthe estuary and before migration offshore
Mineiio et al.

1959b,

Haas et al.

(Barrett and Ralph 11"” ,

In Press).

Hence,

the model di.

attempt to simulate the transport of larvae or cost larvae into th*
estuaries;

nor does it attempt tc simulate the movement of sub-aci1~z s

ir.to —

*3tusnr.6 cdys cr

orrsr.crs watiar's.

r^azzavf tr.6 z-'.2 C U S

of this analysis was on juvenile shrimp while they were associate;
with the marsh.

This approach isolated and examined how ecclcgic.

processes and spatial heterogeneity in estuarir.e habitats affect
juvenile growth and survival.

3.2.1.1 Physical environment
The simulation model was overlaid on a physical environment zhaz
contained three components:

water temperature,

tidal inundation,
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and

habitat patterns.

These three components were included because they

are historically correlated with shrimp behavior and survival
and Gillespie 1973,
Turner 1977,
salinity)

Childers et a l . 1990,

Browder et al.

were not

1989).

Zimmerman et ai.

{Barrett

1991,

Other physical parameters

{such as

included in this model because I considered them

less likely to be influential cn the small spatial scales used in
these simulations.
Simulated daily water temperatures were derived from water
temperature measurements
Wildlife and Fisheries
(197C-1997).

(LDWF)

in shallow marshes

in coastal

Louisiana

Water temperature in the marshes 'was regressed against a

function cf Julian day
R'=C.o8)

recorded by the Louisiana Department cf

(JDAY, .

I used the resulting equation

to calculate the simulated daily water temperature

TEMP = 23.157 - ;2.459 x 5 ;n ;;d a Y x C.-ll"))
.".161 x .CCS(JDAY x 1.117,

{Far.. 1,

{Figure

-

Eqn.

« 20

0

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

Julian Day
Figure 3.1.
Daily ’
w ater temperature (°C) used in model simulations.
The temperature function used to calculate the simulated daily water
temperature was derived from water temperatures in shallow Louisiana
marshes.
The tidal stages were based on the probability of marsh
inundation in coastal Louisiana marshes.

I modeled tidal stages from

observed marsh-inundation patterns rather than from astronomical
conditions because access to vegetation within coastal Louisiana
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marshes

is often driven by meteorological events

than astronomical tides.
(P_FLOOD)

(wind events!

rather

I simulated a daily probability of flooding

by fitting a curve

(Eqn. 2, Figure 3.2a)

to the estimated

marsh inundation in a hummocky southern Louisiana Sparzi.za marsh over
a 5 year period

(Rozas and Reed,

1993).

P _ F L O O D = (30.885 - 0 . 6 7 3 2 'JDAY + 0.0216'JDAY' 0.000155' J D A Y ' * 0.000000336'JDAY1)/ 100

ran.

0.8
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o.4
0.2
30

60

120

90

150

180

210

240

Julian Day

80
60
40
V

=>

cr
0)

20

Feb
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Jun

Figure 3.2.
Seasonal changes in marsh inundation.
a!
Probability cf
flooding, based or. published field observations, for each day in the
simulation.
b!
Frequency of the simulated tidal stages in each
month.
White bars indicate rising (r! tides; light gray bars indicate
high (h) tides; dark gray bars indicate failing;f) tides; and black
bars indicate low (1) tides.
At the beginning of each 6-hour time-step,
(i.e.,

rising,

high,

failing,

or low)

the tidal stage

was assigned based on the

probability of flooding and on the previous tidal stage,
number was less than the probability of flooding,

the marsh was
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assumed flooded.
falling or Low,

If the marsh was flooded and the previous tide was
then the current tidal stage was set to rising;

marsh was flooded and the previous tide was rising or high,

if the

the

current tidal stage was set to high.

If the marsh was not

flooded and

the previous tide was falling or low,

the current tidal stage was set

to low; and if the marsh was not flooded and the previous tide was
rising or high,

the current tidal stage was set to falling.

A

representative series of resulting tides for one annual simulation is
shown in Figure 3.2b.
In order to examine the individual and combined effects of
vegetation and edge habitat,

I created four habitat maps with

different amounts of vegetation and edge habitat.
represented realistic marshscapes

The habitat maps

in southern Louisiana and were

created by performing a vegetation-water classification on portions of
the Cocodrie ME Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quadrangle
DOQQ is an orthorectified digital
was acquired in February of 1998.
represented one square meter.

(DOQQ).

The

image of an aerial photograph that
Each unit

(or pixel)

in the image

To create the habitat maps,

I chose

four 100 m x 100 m subsets from the DOQQ and translated each square
meter of the classified image

into one ceil of the habitat map

(Figure

3.3) .
To ensure that the habitat maps were large enough to capture
marshscape patterns and to avoid being dominated by the borders of the
map,

I also created four 500 m x 500 m maps with edge and vegetation

ratios similar to the 100 m x 100 m maps.

The baseline simulation

results from the larger maps were very similar to the baseline results
from the smaller maps.
each of the maps.

Differences in survival were less than 2% on

Hence,

I use d the 100 m x 100 m maps for all

subsequent simulations.
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b. HE HV

)

a. LE HV

J

K.
“ V

"

100 i

c. HE LV

1

d. LE LV
Figure 3.3.
The 100 m x 100 m habitat maps were created by subsettinc
and classifying portions cf the Cocodrie ME Digital Orthophoto
Quadrangle (DOQQ).
The gray represents water, and the black
represents vegetated marshes. The four maps represent snapshots in a
simplified continuum of marsh disintegration:
a) Map LE HV little
edge and high amount of vegetation, b) Map HE HV - high edge and high
amount of vegetation, c; Map HE LV - high edge and low amount cf
vegetation, and a' Map LE LV - less edge and low amount of vegetation.
1 further classified the vegetation and water categories so that
I could identify edge habitat.
water body.

Waterl represented the edge of the

Cells that were in the waterl category included any wate:

cells that shared a border or diagonal corner with a vegetated ceil.
Water2 represented water that shared a border or diagonal corner with
a waterl cell.
vegetation.

Hence,

water2 cells were approximately 2 meters

from

Water3 cells represented water adjacent to water2 and
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were approximately 3 meters from vegetation.
water cells not included in waterl,

water2,

were greater than 3 m from vegetation.

Water>3 represented all
or w a t e r 3.

Water>3 ceils

Vegetated ceils were similarly

classified so that vegi represented vegetated ceils that shared a
border or diagonal corner with a water ceil; veg2 represented
vegetation that was approximately 2m from water; veg3 represented
vegetation approximately 3 m from -water; and veg^B represented
interior vegetation that was greater than 3 m from water.

The ceils

at the edges of the habitats maps were classified by considering the
map a continuous unit that wrapped around from tcp tc bottom and from
side to side.
For clarity,

I used the term "marsh" tc refer to the complex of

vegetation and water.

The term "edge" refers tc the interface between

the vegetation and water

(i.e.,

vegl and water!

cells).

The term

"vegetated edge" refers tc the vegetation directly adjacent tc the
vegetation-water

interface

(i.e.,

vegi).

The four habitat maps were categorised based on the percentage
cf edge and vegetation
considered icw-edge
considered high-edge
were

(Table 3.1).

Habitats with <

(IE) marshscapes,
(HE) marshscapes.

considered high-vegetation

vegetation were considered

edge were

and those with >7 ' edge were
Habitats with 50* vegetation

(HV) marshscapes,

'LV) m a r s h s c a p e s .

and these with 30 •

The four habitat maps

represented snapshots in a simplified continuum cf marsh
disintegration:
vegetation,

low edge and high vegetation,

hign edge and low vegetation,

high edge and high

and low edge and lew

vegetation.

3.2.1.2 Introduction of shrimp to estuarine marshes
Simulated shrimp entered the model in weekly cohorts.
strength was derived from 28 years

(1970-1997)

Cohort

of weekly postlarvai
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density data

(number of postlarval shrimp per nr) collected by the LDWF

in four tidal passes in Barataria Bay,

LA. Mean weekly postlarval

densities were calculated from the field data.
Table 3.1.
Percentage of vegetation and edge cells in each habitat
map. Maps represented habitats with low edge (LE), high eage(HE), low
vegetation:water ratios (LV), and high v e g e t a t i o n :water ratios (HV).
Waterl represented water that was within 1 m of vegetation;
water2
represented water 2m from vegetation; water3 represented water 3 m
from vegetation; and water>3 represented water > 3m from vegetation.
Vegi represented vegetation within 1 m of water;
veg2 represented
vegetation 2m from water; veg3 represented vegetation 3 m from water;
and veg>3 represents interior marsh vegetation > 3m from water.
Habitat Maps
HE-HV
HE-LV
50.23
69. 96
9 .47
7 . 69
3.26
5.61
2.49
“.U i
50.57
36.30
49.77
30.04
3.39
" . 75
4.76
3 .90
3.32
2.55
32. 31
15.34
*
r"\,*\ -\
.1
J J . -Ju
120.00

LE-HV
49. 93
2.52
1.5 0
1.7 3
4 3.39
30.07
i“i
. •*ft 1
l.’O
1.67
•i.t ^ Q
*
**» . c. J

Water
waterl
water2
water3
wate r >3
Vegetation
vegi
veg2
vegc
veg>3
Total

»
r\p
I dU.vU

69.33
2.64
1. 94
1.52
6 2.43
30.1'*'
£-. T
1 . c2
1 . 6C
24.50
100.00

The postlarval density pattern was roughly bell-shaped and
peaked in the second week of March
shrimp population
year oid

(Figure 3.4).

Because the inshore

tor.sists almost entirely of organisms

(Caiiiouet et ai.

1990;,

the weekly densities

are assumed to represent ail new individuals.
strength was computed

less than one
of postlarvae

Relative weekly cohort

from the field data as the weekly mean density

divided by the sum of weekly mean densities.

The number of shrimp in

each simulated weekly cohort was calculated by multiplying the
specified total number of postlarval shrimp in each annual simulation
by the relative weekly cohort strength.

The total number of

postlarval shrimp in the baseline simulations was set at 100,000
postlarvae per year,
natural

so that simulated shrimp densities reflected

field densities

(see Corroboration s e c t i o n ) .
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julia.n L.av
Figure 3.4.
Postlarval data col]
.lectec
:ea trom .s
c 193^ by the
.auisiar.a Department cf Wildlife and Fisheries frc m four tidal passes
Ln 3arataria 3av, LA.
Error bars indicate -/- IS: I from the mean.

.ne weesiy ca.norts or sr.rimp entered tne simulation at the
beginning cf a rising tide.

Because the model began t racking shr:

when thev recruit tc veaetated habitat,
listrieutea m

water ce..s m a t

were c meters

.i.e., water, or water! c e . i s ! .
estuarir.e nursery areas,
length

mm,

/men ecst.arvae arrive m

tne

Each simulated shrimp was randomly

Minimum and maximum values were

{minimum = 5.0 , and maximum = 25.0;

u n r e a - i s t i o a n y sr

tne eace

length from a normal distribution with mean = 15.

standard deviation = 2.5.

specified

ess m e n

they are generally 10 tc 15 mm in total

;Baxter and Rer.fro 1961).

assigned an initial

shrine were initially rant

to eliminate

r long iengtns

3.2.1.3 Movement
I used existing field data and observations t;
movement

i n v e a set

rules that seemed to mimic shrimp movement patterns over

tidal cycles and or. meter space scales.
depended on tidal stage,
shrimp length.

habitat type,

Simulated shrimp movement
local density of shrimp,

and

Figure 3.5 summarizes the movement rules. Because

shrimp rarely penetrate further than 3 m into the vegetation

(Petersor
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and Turner 1994),

I limited shrimp movement to vegetated ceils that

were within 3 meters of the water

(i.e.,

vegi,

veg2,

veg3 ceils).

Simulated shrimp could move farther as they grew longer and when
they were in ncn-vegetated water.

Motility

(m) was used as an index

cf the potential distance a shrimp could move in one tidal stage.
shrimp grew longer,
shrimp,

m = 2 for 30 - 45 mm shrimp,

The neighborhood
shrimp

their motility increased

move n ceils

in any direction,

shrimp were in vegetation
vegetation
;veg2,

(waterl,

vegu'.,

their motility

(r. = m, .

x.cvir.g wiir.ir. -r.rr water
.vegi),

veg2,

vegu),

in water within

If

3 m cf

wa t e r l j , or moving tc interior vegetation

Because shrimp

can potentially move

if shrimp were in open water

^wstsr./ w a 1

0

ro./ watsrj^

wa1

0

raster

m

,water>3) and

r ^ j , cr tic zr.s

tne neighborhood expanded from n = m to r. =

sr.rim.p cou_o rtove to any neigr.bcrmg

than 4 m from the edge.
water cells

oculd

including the diagonal directions.

Simulated s.nrimp moved according tc tne tides.
or mgr. tide,

shrimp

the neighborhood of cells available for movement equaled

water than in vegetation,

vegetated eoge

for movement was a function of

During each tidal stage,

(vegi,

waterl,

(m = 1 for < 30 mm

and m = 2 for > 45 mm s h r i m p ; .

;.n) of ceils available

location and motility.

As

During a failing tide,

ce-.- tr.at was

shrimp

cr to vegetated ceils within m meters

During a rising
-ess

could mcve tc

cf the edge.

The

vegetated ceils available during a failing tide were determined by the
shrimp's motility.
ceils;

If m = 1, shrimp could move to water cr vegi

if m = 2, shrimp could move to water,

if m = 3 shrimp could move to water,
During a low tide,

vegi,

vegi,

veg2,

or veg2 ceils; and

or veg3 cells.

shrimp could only move to water ceils.

did not move to a water cell during low tide,

If shrimp

they were considered

stranded in the vegetation.
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Far each shrimp
If alive and < 70 sn

If dead or > 70 ram

Determine motility rating based on size:
m =
1when shrimp < 30 nm
m =
2uhen 30 mm < shrimp < 45 non
m =
3uhen shrimp > 45 nan

Determine size of neighborhood:
n = number of cells to check in each direction
If shrimp is in uater4 £ moving to uater or
vegi, n = 3*m; Else n=m

Identify candidate cells uithin neighborhood:
If lou tide, candidates = uater cell
If rising or high tide, candidates = uater £ vegl-3 cells
If falling tide, candidates = uater £ veg u/in m meters of edge

Determine candidate cell uith highest expected grouth rate.
If there is a tie, randomly chose from cells in tie.

Rove if...
Expected grouth rate > current grouth rate, or if
Lou tide £ the shrimp is currently in vegetation, or if
Falling tide £ the shrimp is in veg > m meters from the edge

End movement.

Figure 3.5.

Flow Chart for movement subroutine.
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Simulated shrimp selected for vegetated habitat.

I constructed

the movement rules so that simulated shrimp would mimic habitatspecific density patterns that are reported in field studies.
Juvenile brown shrimp are found at higher densities in vegetated edges
than in open water or in interior vegetation
Zimmerman 2000) .

(Mineiio 1999,

Rozas and

The movement rules assumed that shrimp tend to move

toward habitat than can support a higher growth rate
vegetation and local shrimp d e n s i t y ) .

(based on

At each tidal stage,

simulated

shrimp moved to the neighboring cell which provided the best expected
growth rate.

Because growth was habitat and density-dependent

Growth section),

habitat and density also affected movement.

(see

If there

was a tie for the best expected growth rate amongst the neighboring
candidate cells,
candidates.

one cell was randomly chosen from the tied

If none of the expected growth rates in the neighboring

cells were higher than the current cell,

the shrimp did not move.

In order to provide enough habitat for shrimp located near the
sides of the habitat maps,

shrimp were allowed to wrap around the

sides of the habitat maps.
the map,
Hence,

When simulated shrimp reached the edge of

they continued around to the opposite edge of the map.

a shrimp that reached the far right side of a map could

potentially move to the far left of the map,

and a shrimp in the

uppermost right corner of the habitat map could potentially move to
any other corner of the map.

3.2.1.4 Mortality
Two sources of mortality were simulated: stranding and
predation.

Stranding mortality affected shrimp that were stranded in

a vegetated cell at low tide.

Because stranded shrimp have an

increased risk of physiological stresses resulting from possible
salinity or temperature extremes and increased risk of predation on
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the marsh surface,
section)

a 50« chance of death was imposed

on stranded shrimp.

predation mortality,

(see movement

The second source of mortality,

was calculated

(after movement and before growth)

for each tidal stage.
Predation mortality was influenced by shrimp sice, movement,
habitat.

A baseline instantaneous mortality rate

(BZMORT)

and

of C.005

per 6-hour tidal stage was derived from averaged sice-specific
estuarine mortality estimates

for juvenile brown shrimp in the

northern Gulf of Mexico.

Estimates of mortality

for 2 -week periods

for juvenile brown shrimp

(12 mm to 30 mm)

from 23 to 61-

(Mir.eiio et ai.

range

1989b and references therein).

instantaneous mortality rate

(RZMORT,

The realiced

E q n . 3) was

calculated by

multiplying the baseline mortality rate by a sice-based modifier
.M^u) , a r.ac1
(M_M).

1

at —cased mccitier

(M n) , and a movement —cased ncciiier

The sice-based modifier decreased with increasing length,

that smaller shrimp had higher mortality rates
The habitat-based modifier
water

(Ear.. 4,

moving shrimp may be more vulnerable to predation,

stage

(M_M)

(NMOVED,

Because

the movement-based

increased with the number of ceils moved in each tidal
Eqn.

5, Figure 3.6b).

during a single tidal stage
instantaneous mortality rate
RZMORT = BZMORT * M_SZ

(6 hours!

The probability of dying

(PROBD)

was calculated from the realiced

(Eqn. 6) .
* M_H * M_M

M_SZ = 53.0 92 * shrimp_iength '—
M_M =

Figure 3.6a).

(M_H) was assigned 2.0 when shrimp were in

ceils and 1.0 when shrimp were in vegetated cells.

modifier

so

r:

(removed* .05) + .95

PR03D = 1.0 -EXF~zmort

Eqn.

3

Eqn.

4

Eqn.

5

£,:5n - 6
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Figure 3.6.
Mortality and growth ar.d modifiers.
a.; Size-deper.der.t
mortality modifiers.
b. ; Movement-dependent mortality modifiers.
0 .
Temperature-dependent growth modifiers.
a. j Der.sity-deper.dent grcwt
modifiers.
Solid lines represent baseline conditions (where the
adjustment variable = 0).
Dotted lines represent maximum sensitivity
of shrimp to ecological process (where the adjustment variable
= -0.” 5; . Dashed lir.es represent minimum sensitivity cf shrimp to
ecological process (where the adjustment variable = 1.3 for
temperature and size functions and 0.75 for the movement and density
functions).

3.2 .1.5 Growth
Simulated shrimp growth depended on temperature,
local shrimp density.

Estimates

r.abitat,

and

for juvenile brcwr. shrimp growth

rates ir. the northern Gulf of Mexico vary from 0.1 to 3.3 men / day
(LDWF 1992 ar.d references therein).

Although shrimp growth varies

according tc habitat,

and shrimp size, most cf the

local density,

variation in growth is related to temperature.
the average baseline growth rate

(BGROW)

For this simulation,

was set to 1 mm / day.

Eacr

simulated shrimp was randomly assigned a baseline growth rate from a
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normal distribution with mean = BGROW and standard deviation =
0. 2 5 'BGROW.
0.25,

Minimum and maximum values were specified

and maximum = 2.25)

growth rates.
throughout

(minimum =

tc eliminate unrealistically slow and fast

Shrimp maintained their baseline growth rate

the simulation.

Realized growth rates

(RGROW,

(EC-ROW)

Eqn.

7)

varied throughout the simulation and were modified by a temperaturebased modifier

(G_T) , a habitat-based modifier

based modifier

(G_D).

RGROW = BGROW ' G_T

' G_H

The growth modifiers

(G_H), and a der.sity-

' G_D

Ear.. '

(G_T, G_H,

3_D)

were derived

laboratory estimates cf brown shrimp growth.

from field ar.c

Shrimp growth increases

with temperature until maximum growth rates are achieved at optimal
temperatures.

For shrimp between 10 and 50 mm,

^ . -T. ,

j , *16 mrr.

/ day)

at 3Z~C

'

3 c.

18 3C £ n ci r . L z r q

(Zein-Eldin and Aldrich 1965).

modifier for growth was
temperature-dependent
and

ci3 y ]

Johnson 1557,

Eqn.

n_7 = v*.e **

growth rates are low
*£ . c*. r

5. 55

— *. 35

tci

The temperature

created from an equation used tc describe

consumption for animals
9, Figure

in warm water

(Hewett

3.6 c ) . Brown shrimp have slew

growth

:

Where
v = (T_M - TEMP;

Sqn.
/ (T_M - T_C)

T_M = maximum temperature = 4Q°C
T_0 = optimal temperature = 32°C
TEMP = simulated water temperature
x = fw- ' ;i - :1 - 4/y ; ■ ) ■: /4CC
w = LM(THETA)* )T_M - T_0)
y = LM(TH E T A ) * (T_M - T_0 - 2)
THETA approximates a Q :: function
rates

(0.77 mm/day)

densities;

,°C)

when in nor. -vegetated habitats with high shrimp

intermediate growth rates

(0.98 mm/day and 1.03 mm/day;

when in 50 1 Sparzina with high shrimp densities or non-vegetated
habitats with lew shrimp densities,
mm/day)

and fastest growth rates

wnen in 503 Spartina with low shrimp densities

(1.41

(Mineiio and
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Zimmerman 1991).

From these estimates,

the habitat modifier was

assigned 2.0 for shrimp in vegetated cells and 1.0 for shrimp in water
cells.

The density modifier

'G_D,

Eqn.

9) was based on the above

estimates and on an assumed relationship between growth rate and
biomass density

(Whaiev 1991,

Mineiio et al.

1989a,

Figure 3.6 d ; .

Shrimp length was converted tc mass before calculating biomass der.sitv
within each ceil

(Eqn.

1C).

The relationship between mass and length

was based on sex-specific weight-ler.gth relationships
(Parrack 1 979).

Biomass density for each

adding the mass cf each shrimp
measured

in cicmass

different:

for brown shri.mc

ceil was calculated by

located within the cell.

rsir.Gr m a n

individuals tc account

Tensity was
:cr tne

competitive pressure exerted cy a 15 mm shrimp verses a "1

mm shrine.
- 1.3 — C. 34/ •
:1 -e*

r‘

*!

Ear..

snrir.p ™a55 — j.'j0C 1o c 'snriTip *endtr

i:n.

3.2.1.6 Corroboration
The density patterns cf simulated sr*rime were compared tc
density patterns measured in the field in order tc corroborate the
simulated movement behavior.

The density patterns

are an appropriate

’
w ay tc ccrrcccrate tne mcdei cecause simulated density patterns were
net directly specified in the medel.

Rather,

the density patterns

emerged from combining movement rules with environmental
as temperature , tidal patterns,
inputs

'such as growth rates,

incut

!such

and habitat m a p s ’
, and with cicicgica'

mortality rates,

and bicicgical rate

mcdi fiers; .

3.2.1.7 Calculation of summary statistics
For each annual simulation,

I calculated estuarine survival

rates as the number of shrimp that survived tc reach 7 0 mm.
shrimp exceed 70 mm,

When

they generally begin offshore migrations by
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moving through deeper channels and bays and into offshore water where
they eventually
Fry et al.

become available to the fishery

In Prep).

Hence,

(Baxter et al.

the simulated estuarine survival

rates

reflect juvenile survival to the end of the estuarine-dependent
stage.

Unless otherwise specified,

recruitment

1938,

life

refers tc shrimp that

survive to TC mm.
Several statistics were calculated tc describe the
cr.aracteris1

1

cs cr shrimp m a t

survived tc

0 mm,

ano tr.ese statistics

were contrasted with those of shrimp that did r.ct survive.
cdssci

c p

race,

the mean r.crr.ber if cei^s mcved per tidal at ace,

.

cr.e survivir.g snrimc,

percentage cf time spent
density,

-

lu^dcsci cr.6 ccar.

C3_

in vegetated cells.

crcwcr.
ar.d the rear,

As a measure cf local

1 also calculated the mean number of cellmates

surviving shrimp.

For

from data based or. the

comparison,

From data

fcr a.l

Icalculated tnese same statistics

ncn-surviving shrimp.

3.2.2 Effects of marshscape patterns
In crder tc examine tne individual and combined effects cf
vegetation and edge on shrimp survival,
design with the simulation mcdei.
factor,

and the amount

repeated this analysis

I used a 2 :< 2 factorial

The amount of edge was the first

of vegetation was the second factor.

I

under high density conditions where the initial

number cf postiarvae was increased from ICO,GOG tc 3C 0,30G and then tc

600 ,CGG.
The same four categories that were used in the factorial design
(i.e.,

low edge and high vegetation,

high edge and lew vegetation,

high edge and high vegetation,

and high edge and lew vegetation)

also

represent snapshots in a simplified continuum of marsh disintegration.
By evaluating the patterns of predicted survival along these four
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habitat maps,

hypotheses can be formed regarding the effect of marsh

disintegration or restoration on juvenile brown shrimp survival.

3.2.3

Sensitivity analyses

3.2.3.1

Replicate simulations

I examined the variation produced by the stochastic elements ir.
the simulation.

In each annual simulation,

stochastic process.

For example,

the probability of fleecing,

there were several

the initial

location of pcstlarvae,

and the algorithm that randomly picked

between tied cells with high expected growth rates were all random
processes that varied with different

random number seeds.

In order to

assess the variation created by these stochastic processes,
five different
5555)

random number seeds

'— 1111,

-fill,

to create five replicates of the baseline

r.a c 11 u

rr.ap .

-3313,

conditions

I usee

-4444,

ar.d -

for each

*. "non ccrr.parsa rr.sar.s ana zz^ z z i ai'Sr.t zz vania zzzr. zz

tne survival statistii zs •

3.2.3.2

Movement simulations

The formulation cf movement in the model was
and highly uncertain.
simulations

likely important

I therefore performed three additional

in which I modified the movement

rules m

order to assess

their effect on the patterns of estuarir.e shrimp survival across the
four habitat maps.

In the first simulation,

the movement

modified by omitting the size-deper.der.cy of movement.
was set tc 2 for all sizes cf shrimp,

which

rules were

Motility

:.m;

increased the distance

evaluated by shrimp < 30 mm and decreased the distance evaluated by
shrimp > 45 mm.

In the second simulation,

the movement rules were

modified by doubling the size of the neighborhood
candidate ceils available for movement.

;n = 2*n; of

Ir. the third simulation,

the

movement rules were modified by selecting a destination cell randomly
rather than based on the best expected growth rate.

I compared the
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predicted survival across the four habitat maps

for each of the three

movement alternatives.

3.2.3.3

Monte Carlo simulations

In order to examine the effect of input parameters on simulated
shrimp survival,

I performed two Monte Carlo analyses.

The Monte

Carlo sensitivity analysis varied input parameters slightly around
their mean,

and the Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis varied input

parameters over a realistic range.

3oth Monte Carlo analyses

simultaneously varied input parameters
used Latin hypercube sampling,

in ICO repeated simulations.

I

a stratified random sampling technique,

to ensure adequate representation cf input probability distributions
(Garder et ai.

1933,

Rose et ai.

1951;.

I created four adjustment variables
to use in tne Mcnte Carlo analyses.

;MC_3, MC_M,

!the sice-based mortality

the movement-cased mortality modifier,

growth modifier,

and M C _ D )

These adjustment variables

affected the strength cf the rate modifiers
modifier,

MC_T,

the temperature-based

and the density-based growth modifier,

Figure 3.6!.

The rate modifiers were reset according to the value of the Monte
Carle adjustment variables
variable equaled cerc,
modifier.

;E q n s . 11 - 14; .

When the adjustment

it had no effect on its respective rate

As the value of the adjustment variable approached 1, the

curve describing the relationship between the rate modifier and its
predictor variable flattened,

with a mean approaching 1.

of the adjustment variable approached -1,
If a rate modifier became negative,
M_S = M_S - (MC_S * [i -

m _s

As the value

the curve became mere steep.

it was reset tc zero.

;:

E q n . --

M_M = M M - (MC_M * (1 - M _ M 5 1

Eqn.

12

G_T = G_T + (MC_T ' (1 - G _ T ) )

Eqn.

13

G D = G T + (MC D * (1 - G D) )

Ear.. 14
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In both Monte Carlo analyses,

9 model inputs that affected

mortality and growth rates were varied systematically.
baseline mortality and growth rates
rate modifiers
MC_M,
Eqn.

MC_T,
8).

(BZMORT,

I varied the

BG R O W ) , the habitat-based

(M_W, G _ 7 ) , the Monte Carlo adjustment Variables

M C _ D ) , and the optimal temperature

Within each annual simulation,

baseline growth rates

(BGROW)

for shrimp growth

(T_0,

the standard deviation of the

was set tc 0.25'3GEOW.

The extent of variation in input parameters was different
Monte Carlo sensitivity and uncertainty analysis.
analysis,

(MC_5,

in

In the sensitivity

I set the coefficient or variation cf the Mc.nte Carle

Parameters to 5, and I specified the appropriate standard uev-.ati.on
for each variable

(SC = C7 * mean / I O C ' .

were set to -Ir 5*S0 from the mean.
parameters were then selected

The Mcr.te Carlo sensitivity

from a normal distribution with

specified mean and star.aard deviation
analysis,
confidence
departure

Minimum and maximum values

(Table 3.2: .

In the uncertainty

the bounds on the input parameters were chosen basea cr.
in the accuracy of the estimates,
from the mean.

rather than cr. a fixed

The Mcr.te Carlo uncertainty parameters were

then selected from a uniform distribution with specified means,
mi.nimums, and maximums

(Table 3.3).

I used simple Pearson correlation coefficients between the incut
parameters and the percent recruitment to evaluate the sensitivity of
the model tc each input parameter.

The greater the correlation

between the parameter and percent recruitment,

the mere influence the

parameter had in controlling the model behavior.

Because I specified

the inputs parameters to vary slightly around their mean,

the results

from the Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis showed the sensitivity of
the model to input parameters regardless of the uncertainty about the
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accuracy of the input parameter estimates.
uncertainty analysis,

In the Monte Carlo

the input parameters varied according to the

uncertainty in the estimates.

Therefore,

in the uncertainty analysis,

the correlations between the parameters and percent
suggested which portions of the model were most
uncertainty in parameter estimates.

recruitment

influenced by

The input parameters that were

most closely correlated with survival should be more closely refined
with additional information in subsequent studies.
Table 3.1 . Description of parameter vari at ion in the Mcnte Carl C
b s n s i u l v »ty Analysis.
Input parameters varied slight ly around the! r
mean.
Mcnte C arlc Param eters
St Sev
name
mean
,-h ■
'n n n
A .•'
*'U
pZ
BZMORT
J
J
•J . ■J 'U 'J 5

Variable
Baseline mortality rate
Mortality• modifier for water
5 1 rength of sioe-ncrtaiity function <■!
Strength cr me vemer.c-mereality rur.crion

■'

M W
M S

i .oco
* , -JO

caseiine growth rate
Growth modifier for vegetation
St rength of density-growth function -1
St rength of temperature-growth function -1
Optimal ttemperature

''J

• -s
i *w ^ 'J

BGROW
G_7

<L . j ^ u

G_D
G T
T C

-

. J 'V 'J

1. C C G
32.000

» ** -a r> f

^ “ ■*>p.
'J .>
Jw 'yjt
J .

uU V

C.G5CC
• - <J*w u
0 .0 o 0 0 ",
u .C 0 U U
_ .b ;0 U L
-

Table 3.3.
Description of parameter variation in the M cr.te Carle
Uncertainty Analysis.
Input parameters varied ever a r ange that was
determined by confidence in the accuracy of the estimat e s .
Mcnte Carle
Parameters
men.
mean

Variable
Baseline mortality rate
Mortality modifier for water

BZMCRT
M W

Strength cf size-mortality function
Strength of movement-mortality function

M 3
M M

Baseline growth rate
Growth modifier for vegetation
Strength of density-growth function
Strength of temperature-growth function
Optimal temperature

BGROW
G V
G D
G T
T 0

m<BX

0.GC3
0.007
.005
1.
000
3.000
2. OCO
.C C u -o . /o u
d.:uu
O
.\'
fJ
'v
AJ — 0.750
'
'J•'
J
0 . o0
j

1.0C0
2.000
0.000
0.000
32.00

0.800
1.000
0.500
-0.750
28.000
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1.200
3 .000
1.500
0.750
36.000

3.3

Results

3.3.1 Corroboration
Published density estimates for estuarine brown shrimp show wide
variation and are generally higher in early summer,
vegetation than water,

higher in

and higher in edge than interior habitats.

Mean brown shrimp densities can be as high as 28 shrimp per square
meter of vegetation during May,

and iess than one shrimp per square

meter of open water during summer or fail
During peak densities

in Late spring,

(Zimmerman et ai.

simulated shrimp were expected

to be 10 times denser in vegetation than in water
1994).

Brown shrimp densities

1990).

(Zimmerman et ai

in the northern Guli of Mexico decline

from the edge of the vegetation into the interior vegetation
and Rozas,

(Mir.ellc

In p r e s s ) .

Ine sim.Ui.atea aensity patterns were similar to fite-scaie
density patterns observed in the northern Gulf of Mexico
and Figure 3.3).

Simulated shrimp densities were higher

spring than in summer

(Figure 3."
in early

(mean density at high tide for vegl

for Julian

Day 90-120 = 15 . 93 shrimp/m" versus Julian Day 15 0-180 = 1 .60’
shrimp/m2);

simulated densities were higher in vegetation than water

(ratio of annual mean density during high tide in vegl,
versus wati,

wat2,

wat3 = 9.66);

in edge than interior habitats

veg2,

and veg3

and simulated densities were higher

(annual mean density during high tide

in vegl = 4.48 shrimp/m- verses veg3 = 1.61 shrimp/m ).

3.3.2 Characteristics of survivors
Surviving shrimp grew faster, moved less,
vegetation,

spent more time in

and experienced slightly higher shrimp densities than

shrimp that died during the simulation
were defined as shrimp > 70 mm.

(Table 3.4).

Surviving shrimp

Non-surviving shrimp were defined as

shrimp that died during the simulation.

Summary statistics were based
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Figure 3.7.
Average brown shrimp density in vegetated ceils at each
tidal stage for every day of the simulation.
In general, heavier
lines represent shrimp densities closer to the vegetaticn-water
interface.
Thick, solid lines represent shrimp densities in vegl
cells;
thin, solid lines represent shrimp densities in veg2 cells;
and dotted, solid lines represent shrimp densities in veg3 ceils.
These sample densities were obtained by running the model on the HE-HV
mao.
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Figure 3.8.
Average brown shrimp density in water ceils at each tide
stage for every day of the simulation.
In general, heavier lines
represent shrimp densities closer to the vegetation-water interface.
Thick, solid lines represent shrimp densities in water! ceils;
thin,
solid lines represent shrimp densities in water! ceils; thin, dashed
lines represent shrimp densities in water3 cells; and thin, dotted
lines represent shrimp densities in water>3 ceils. These sample
densities were obtained by running the model on the HE-HV map.
Note
change in
axis in the Low tide figure.
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cn a simulation that was overlaid on the high edge and high vegetation
map

(HE-HV).

Table 3.4.
Characteristics of surviving and non-surviving simulated
brown shrimp.
Statistics represents the results of a single
simulation overlaid on the high edge, high vegetation habitat map.
Survivors
Percent of total
Realized growth rate (mm / day!
Ceils moved (per tide!
Time spent in vegetation (*.)
Local density (shrimp / cell!

Non-Survivors

3C.22

63.73

3.16

0.71
i •i •
-

73.21

4 6.33
-0.lt

3.3.3 Marshscape patterns
Maps with more edge habitat supported higher shrimp survival to
"'0 mm

(Table 3.5'.

Estuarine shrimp survival was higher ir. habitat

maps with more edge habitat
habitats versus

(roughly 3C '• survival

rougr.ly 23- survival

ir. low edge habitats, .

amount of vegetation affected simulated survival
of edge habitat.

The

less that, the amount

Habitat maps with mere vegetation supported

negligibly more survival
vegetation.

ir. high-edge

(1 to 2 V more!

than did habitats with less

The high-edge habitat maps produced survivors that grew

slightly faster,

moved less,

spent mere time in the vegetation,

were in less dense configurations.

and

If the habitat maps are viewed as

a continuum of marsh disintegration,

survival peaked in the

intermediate levels of marsh disintegration when edge habitat was
highest.
In most cases,

high density conditions did net change the

patterns of survival or patterns of survival characteristics
documented in the four habitat maps under baseline densities
3.5).

Regardless of the initial postlarval density,

(Table

high-edge habitat

maps produced higher estuarine survival and shrimp that moved less a.nc
spent more time in vegetation.

The baseline trend of high-edge maps

producing higher realized growth rates and less dense assemblages of
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shrimp became slightly diluted under the highest density conditions.
Increasing density decreased survival,

decreased growth rates,

slightly decreased time spent in vegetation.

and

There was no clear trend

between increasing density and the amount of shrimp movement.
Table 3.5.
Summary statistics for simulations that explored the
effects of marshscape patterns and stochastic variability on brc wn
shrimp survival in habitats representi ng a continuum of marsh
deterioration. Maps represent habitats with low edge (LE), high
edge(HE), low vegetation:water ratios (LV), and high vegetation: water
ratios (HV). Varia biiity within each map represents stochastic
processes in the model.
The mean and covariance (shown in
parenthesis! were p reduced by running the simulation 5 times wit h
identical input par ameters but with fi ve different random r.ur.b6r
seeds.
The statist ics from the high density simulations were cr od’*cfid
from a single r un. The initial number of post larvae ir. each ar.n ua*
simulation is showr in hundreds of thousands under the column ma r ;<ed
up; c »
Habitat Maps
Survival
'• or tota i.'
Growth rate
,mm/day)

?LS

LE-EV

*

2 3.52
16.47

c

15.51
1.33

KE-HV
(4.3)

31.04
29.25

HE-IV
(4.6)

23.32
2" . 6
21.66

23.09
(0.5!

1.37

3
6

1.14
0.37

Movement
(cel is/tide)

1
3
c

5.03
6.65

Time ( ' in
vegetation

1
3
6

Tensity
(shrimp/ceil)

1
3

51.30

33.3'

o

59.40

59.36

22.51

1.34 -l.i;
1.22
i.u 0

1.33
1.16
. .0 0

(5.1J

3.2"
3.56
3.21

5.6C
6.35
5.15

0.1)

3.14
3.56

63.04
65.12
50.54

(3.3)

"76.06
"6.45
7£.g;

v5 .3 )

19.37

(4.1)

11.40

(3.5]

3.31

'6.3;

"1.00 v4 .z'.
"4.62
£
Cw •-2*f
t
12.""
36.68
r C .c"

.

*t. -,

1 ? .5 3
15.0 3

■2.1]

*. j 0
l.OS

4.54

LE-L7
,4.3!

(6.2]

5.: •

66.54 (5.1)
6".4 6
~ ~
iC.ii
10.31 ■— ■;x
4 3.02
5 5.03

3.3.4 Sensitivity analyses
3.3.4.1 Replicate simulations
The stochastic processes
in the output variables

in the model produced slight variation

(Table 3.5).

The stochastic variation

(produced by different random number seeds)

was generally less than

variation produced by different habitat maps.

The coefficient of

variation of ail output was always less than 10.

The most variable
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prediction was the mean number of cells moved per tide

(CV = 9 . 1

on

LE-HV m a p ) , and the least variable prediction was the mean realized
growth rate.

3.3.4.2 Movement simulations
Although altering the movement rules affected the magnitude of
predicted survival,

the pattern of the increased survival with

increased amount of edge habitat was insensitive to changes in the
movement

rules

movement was
the trends in

{Table 3.6).

Adjusting the movement

independent of size

)m = 2 for

survival, but did disrupt the

rules sc that

ail shrimp)

;.n = 2*n;

or

decreased t.ne survival,
baseline scenario

tells available

change

trend of high-edge maps

producing survivors that spent more time in vegetation.
neighborhood

did not

Doubling t.ne

for movement negligicly

but all trends that were des triced in the

remained constant.

Selecting

a cestinaticn ce.l

randomly rather than cased or. the Pest expected growth rate
substantially

decreased the survival in ail

movement

disrupted the pattern of decreased densities

also

high-edge habitats.

Nevertheless,

produced higher survival,

4 habitat macs.

the high-edge maps

Random
in the

invariably

with snrimp that moved less and had slightly

higher growth rates.

3.3.4.3 Monte Carlo simulations
Beth the Monte Carle sensitivity analysis

and the Monte Carle

uncertainty analysis shewed that the model was most sensitive to
temperature-related growth and to mortality rates
Specifically,

{Table 3.C).

estuarine survival was higher in simulations with lower

optimal temperatures

for growth

rates to temperature

{G_T), and lower baseline mortality rates

(3ZM0RT).

( T O ) , higher sensitivity of growth

The consistency of the model results across the habitat

maps suggests that the model was sensitive to the same parameters
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regardless of habitat.

The mean percent survival for the sensitivity

and uncertainty analysis,

for ail combinations of input parameters,

was higher on high-edge habitat maps.
Table 3.6.
Summary statistics for simulations that explore the effect
of movement rules on the patterns of estuarine shrimp survival in
habitats representing a continuum of marsh deterioration. In the first
simulation, movement rules were modified so that shrimp motility would
remain constant regardless of shrimp size (m = 2). In the second
simulation, the movement rules were modified by doubling ;n = 2*.n) the
size of the neighborhood of cells available for movement.
Ir. the
third simulation, the movement rules were modified by selecting a
destination ceil randomly rather than cased on the best expected
growth rate. Maps represent habitats with low edge ,LE), high
edge(HE), low vegetation:water ratios !LV), and high vegetation:water
ratios (HV).

Estuarine survival rate
( ■ of total)
Realized arowth ra ^ —
(mm/day!
Movement
(ceils/tide)
T i n
V *!

on

Local densitv
(shrimc/cei1;

m = 2
n ~ n rc.
random
1[
1.
***
n ~ .*
ranacm
m = 2
n = n *2
random
m = 2
n = n*2
random
m = 2
..
.. i—
random

LE —HV
24.^5
21.69
9.43
1.3c
1.37
1.0a
5.39
9.19
8.09
75.07
74.14
19.06
25.66
21.62
6.43

Habitat Maps
HE— HV
29.o'
2~ .44
2^.64
25 .3~
15.19
.u ■
1.3"*
• Jc
1.42
’
-.39
1.13
1. 09
4.14
3.53
5.19
5.
=, - r
4.15
76.31
72. 16
~ 6 .25
7 6. 62
31.00
22.53
12.~
13 .4 0
9.58
-1.3*
6.04
4.39

’ ;v
22 T *
u 1 T2
U —
_
1
rj
3
-

Un
37
2o
95
15

36
69 52
r n0
* tz.
19 "T"5
32
3 *tW

The correlat ions between incut parameters and recr uitmen t did
net change dramati call*/ between the sen sitivity analysis and the
ur.cer r a in t y anaiys is.

This suggests ch at cur ur.certaint y

estimates was net driving the model res ults.

c aramet e r

When I fac t o red our

uncertainty about parameter estimates into the Mcnte Car 1c ana lysis,
there were only si ignt departures

from the sensitivity anaiysi si a

small increase in the variation attributed to changes in the strength
of the temperature-dependent growth modifier,

and a small decrease in

the variation attributed to changes in the optimal growth rate
3.7) .
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(Table

Table 3.7.
Pearson's correlation coefficients between the p e r cent
survival and input parameters and output variables from the Monte
Carlo simulations in both the Sensitivity Analysis (S) and Uncertainty
Analysis (U). Maps represent habitats with low edge (LE), high
edge(HE), low vegetation:water ratios (LV), and high vegetation:water
ratios (HV). Coefficients with absolute values greater than 0.50 are
shown in bold.
See Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for an explanation of the
abbreviations used with the input parameters.
The units for the
output information are as follows:
realized growth rate (mm/day),
time in vegetation (*), local density (shrimp/ceil), and movement
(cells/tide).
Habitat Maps
LE- HV

HE- LV

HE-•HV

S

U

S

*. Survival-Mean
* Survivai-SD

23. 51
4 .87

21.62
12.72

30.26
5.18

26.76
14 .13

28 .71
5.16

BZMORT

-0.31
-0.20
-0.01
0.07

-0. 35

-0.35
-0.18
-0.07

-0. 33

0.06

-0.38
-0.28
-0.11
0.07

0.22
0.16
0.09

0.13
0.16
0.05

M W
M_S
M_M
3GROW

0.20
0.11
0.13

G V
H

Cl
J

-

0. 13
0.05

Q

0.52
-0.54

0

-0.85

Q _ °

Growth rate
Time in vegetation
Local density
Movement

3.4

-0.31
-C.12
0.16
0.17

0.59

0.83
0.16
0.39
0.42

0.21
0.44
0.7 5

-i --i
U . JZ.

U

S

p
'■>'*>
vj . A. i-

-0.0 9
0 .06
0.21
G .0 3
C .09

LE— LV
s

•J

25.60
13.92

2^.70
Z . U i.

21. 36
12.92

-0 .37

-0. 35

-0 .34

-0.31
-0.08
0.0 5
0.15
a
*c
u . - 3

-0.19
-0.03
0 .13
0.20
A
*P
-J . - J

A
AC
J • 'U —<

■J. U «

~J. V- J

J:

-0.81

0.52
-0.54

;J

-0.81

0.55
0. j
-0.54 -0.81

0.54
-0.54

0.38
-0.08
0.36
0.44

0.63
-0.08
0.73
0.76

0.96
0.02

0.60
G.30
O.^l
0.77

yj • -< —'
A
P E
\J , A. ^

V.

-0.33
*1
. - *1

_ 'V
■'

A
- 1
- . - *1
U . - P
^

0.36
0.29
C . 57

0.59
- . 1_
^ •

C A.

0.22

0.

.• <_

Discussion

3.4.1

Shrimp movement
Although movement

studies,
model.

rules were based or. the results of field

they probably represent the most speculative aspect of the
The general pattern of migration over a shrimp's entire life

cycle is well-documented,

but very little is known about hew

individual shrimp move on fine spatial and temporal scales.

Part of

the reason so little is known about small-scale movement patterns is
that is difficult to track small,
lose identification t a g s ) .
shrimp movement

(e.g.,

aquatic organisms that molt

(and

There are tagging studies that examine

Sheridan et al.

1989, Clark et ai.

1974),
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but

these generally track movement on a weekly or monthly basis and offer
little insight

into daily-scale movement patterns.

The magnitude of movement that resulted from these movement
rules was consistent with the conclusions reached in a recent study
that used sice and density estimates along with an analysis cf stable
isotopes to explore brown shrimp movement and residency
Prep).

(Fry et ai.

In

Fry et ai. sampled shrimp 1C mm to 129 mm total length from a

Louisiana salt marsh that neighbors the habitat maps,
strong differences

and they found

in stable isotope signatures between

geographicaily-ciose but ecoiogicaliy-di f ferer.t habitats.
suggests that

for juvenile brown shrimp within the estuary,

only a small amount

of movement between habitats.

ponds ar.a shallow channels were largely resident.

ai. speculate that small juvenile shrimp move more
(deep channels and bays),

optimal habitat

there is

Shrimp or. marsh
Average resiaer.ce

lime in orridi.- marsh ponds was *rsnimdc.dd ac dpproximd-’S^y

habitats

This

■*.*..

Fry rri

in sub-optima!

but move less when they reach

(marsh ponds and shallow channel m a r g i n s ) .

The movement of shrimp
with the speculations

in the simulation mode- was consistent

reached in Fry et ai.

movement cf shrimp in Louisiana marshes.

(In ?rep(

about the

Simulated shrimp spent the

majority of t.ne time moving small distances near optimal edge
habitats.

When simulated shrimp encountered open water environments,

they moved more quickly until they again reached vegetated edge
nabitat*

3.4.2

Edge habitat and predicted survival
The pattern of increasing shrimp survival with increasing edge

habitat remained consistent through ail simulations.

High-edge

habitats produced higher simulated survival under baseline conditions,
under high

(3x)

and extremely high

(6x)

initial number of shrimp,
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when

movement was not related to site,
doubled,

when potential movement distance was

and when movement was random.

produced higher mean simulated survival

High-edge habitats also
in the uncertainly analysis,

where input parameters were simultaneously varied across a range cf
likely values.
The simulated estuarine survival

in this model was most highly

correlated with temperature-related growth.

Future studies that

attempt to predict the magnitude of recruitment should incorporate
accurate

information about the reiaticnships between growth and

temperature.
not required

A mere precise description of growth and temperature was
in this study because I was interested in trends

recruitment patterns across different habitats,
sheer magnitude of recruitment.
**» .e *.

in

rather than in the

Even under extreme simulated

-civ

.w

and when t.ne optimal temperature

,o

for growth was low

+

—

j

.

^ ,

)T 0 = 28°C) ,

survival -was still higher in maps with more edge habitat.
The pattern of increased shrimp survival with increased edge
habitat

is consistent with correlative studies and with other

simulations at larger scales.

Browder et. ai.

,1939}

described a

positive correlation between annual shrimp catch and an annual
estimate of the amount of edge habitat.

taller

(1979)

described a

correlation between shrimp harvest and the area cf marsh that has a
threshold amount of edge habitat.

Minelio and Rczas

(In Press)

used

fine-scaie density patterns to simulate the effect of adding creeks to
solid vegetation,

and they predicted that increasing the number of

creeks would increase shrimp densities

(until a maximum was r e a c h e d ) .

The characteristics of surviving shrimp offer evidence of what
may cause the patterns of shrimp survival documented in descriptive
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and correlative studies.

Field studies have suggested that shrimp are

generally concentrated in edge habitat,

but how this trend translated

into higher survival rates was speculative.

The model analysis showed

that simulated shrimp which survived until 70 mm had higher growth
rates,

spent more time in vegetation,

did net survive to 70 mm.
habitats,

and moved less than shrimp that

The simulated survivors

as compared to iow-edge habitats,

time in vegetation,

in high-edge

moved less,

spent more

and were in less dense configurations.

suggests that high-edge habitat

This

increases survival by providing shrimp

direct access to the benefits of vegetated marsh without encountering
high local densities that may be common in low-edge habitats.

3.4.3

Management implications
Severe mortality rates

cr^3r. — sms

.irr. 1 1

environmental

experienced

For example,

if the ecological

in this model were set at the optimal

in vegetation

I O C 1 of the time,
50-.

rungs cn psresr.t. iurvivji ir.c“ cur. c s rricgsroc c y

conditions.

simulated shrimp

in the early life stages of highlv-fecund

conditions

(high growth and icw mortality rates)

simulated shrimp survival

If the biological

rates for

increased to approximately

rates were set to open water conditions

growth and nigh mortality rates'

tor iCu' ot one time,

shrimp survival decreased to approximately 10*.
unreal istically good and bad conditions,

for

(lew

simulated

Ever, under these

the maximum ranee in

predicted survival was limited to 4 0 1.
Small changes in the percent of estuarine survival can translate
into significant changes in recruitment to the fishery.

The spatial

extent of this simulation was small

(10, 000 nr) , but if allowed to

represent average marsh conditions,

very rough predictions car. be made

about changes in survival over larger spatial scales.
under baseline conditions,

For example,

approximately 5,000 mere shrimp survived in
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high-edge habitats than in low-edge habitats.

If this increase in

survival is translated onto the scale of an estuary or bay system
(200,000 ha)

rather than a habitat patch

(1 ha),

the difference in

survival between high-edge habitats and low-edge habitats may increase
to 1 million shrimp.
Because brawn shrimp survival appears to be related to edge
habitat,

the management of the species should be extended from

protecting the spawning stock through catch regulations to also
protecting the estuarine life stages
restoration.

through habitat

conservation ana

The dome-shaped relationship between edge habitat and

marsh disintegration

(Browder et ai.

1985}

suggests the productive

high-edge habitats will occur during intermediate levels of marsh
disintegration.

If marsh disintegration continues cast

habitats to low-edge habitats

Browder et ai.

1989;

intermediary

The results of

this study suggest such a shift would be accompanied by a decrease
the estuarine product ion of shrimp.
essential

The growing interest

in

in defining

fish habitat should be accompanied by continued analysis cf

spatiaily-explicit processes.
Given the potential
of brown shrimp,

importance of edge habitat to the survival

it is important to examine the relationships between

estuarine-depender.t organisms and the quantity as well as quality cf
edge habitat.

In this simulation model,

edge habitat acted as a

bridge between the vegetation and open water,
of Mexico,

yet in the northern Gulf

the interface between vegetation and water often acts as a

barrier rather than bridge.

For example,

natural marshscapes are

often fragmented by dredged canals or pipelines
1985).

(Tabberer et ai.

Elevated spoil banks, which are impenetrable by strictly

aquatic organisms,

often line these canals.

Though a few studies
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(e.g.,

Rozas and Reed 1994)

have investigated relationships between

estuarine organisms and landscapes impacted by artificial canals,

the

quality of habitat produced by different edge environments needs to be
further explored.
The results of this study offer a rationale to preserve habitats
with natural edge.

Simulated brown shrimp survival was higher

habitats with high-edge than in habitats with low-edge.

in

Preserving

habitats with natural edge may benefit other fisheries because shrimp
represent an estuarine-deper.dent

ii fe-history strategy that

to many ecologically and commercially-important
crabs,

red d r u m ! .

species

is commcn

.e.g.,

blue

Many fish in the estuaries display similar density

patterns to brown shrimp.

The most common small estuarine

found highly concentrated in marsh edges
marsnscace patterns

(Baitz et ai.

fishes are

1993;.

The

that influenced simulated shrimp survival may

therefore also influence the survival cf other e s t u a r m e - d e p e n d e n t
s pec ies.
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CHAPTER

4.

S U m A R Y AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation used statistical and simulation modeling to
examine brown shrimp population dynamics in the northern Gulf of
Mexico.

Brown shrimp were chosen as a study organism because they

represent a life history strategy that is common to many ecologically
important and commercially-exploited species and because there is
extensive data available.

Two

analytical approaches were used to

examine brown shrimp population dynamics.

Chapter 2 used three

statistical techniques to examine ecurelative relationships between
annual,

stage-specific,

environmental

factors.

brown shrimp abundance estimates and
Chapter 3 combined a fine-scale geographic

analysis witn a spatiaily-explicit,

individual-based simulation mode,

to examine the relationship between juvenile shrimp survival and mars
characteristics

.i.e.,

veg e t a t i o n :water ratios ana amount of eace

hab i t a t ;.
Chapter 2 used stepwise multiple regression,
averaging,

Bayesian model

and generalized additive models to examine relationships

between annual brown shrimp abundance and environmental
analyzed a dataset that included 23 years

(1970-139'':

specific brown shrimp abundance estimates

(pcstlarvae,

juveniles,
variables

late juveniles,

and adults!

(water temperature,

precipitation,

salinity,

acres of marsh > 10 ppt,

factors.

1

of stageearly

and a suite of environmental
water clarity,
water level,

river

flow,

and atmospheric

weather conditions!.
Bayesian model averaging and stepwise multiple regression
resulted in models with similar explanatory power,
averaging suggested fewer linear predictors.

but Bayesian model

Generalized additive

models did not suggest non-linear relationships among stage-specific
abundance estimates.

Interannuai variation in postiarvai abundance
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was not well described by predictor variables
statistical analyses.

in any of the

Variation in juvenile abundance was partially

described by environmental variables such as temperature,
clarity,

and water level.

water

Annual variation in adult abundance was

well described by early juvenile abundance,
Environmental variables

salinity,

indicative of estuarine

and temperature.
conditions were

among the significant predictors of shrimp abundance at every Life
stage.

Water temperature was positively correlated with shrimp

abundance during all but the postiarvai stage.

Decreased water levels

were associated with high juvenile shrimp abundance.

Increased

salinity was positively correlated with increased acu*t shrimp
a bund a n c e .
Three observations
conditions are crit-cabrown shrimp.

from Chapter 2 suggested that estuarine
in determining t.ne year-ciass strengtn cl

The first observation was the strong correlation

between juveniles and adults.

Variation in the early juvenile index

explained mere than naif of the variation in adult abundance.

The

second supporting observation was the lack, cf correlation between
early life stages

;i.e.,

iife-stage abundances.

postiarvai and juvenile s t a g e s ’ and previous
The third supporting observation was the

important role cf environmental variables in explaining juvenile
abundance.
years,

These results combine to suggest that,

during the last 30

adult shrimp abundance was greatly influenced by estuarine

condi t i o n s .
The results cf Chapter 2 suggest that identifying mechanisms
that regulate juvenile production within estuaries will be a critical
step in the ongoing effort to effectively manage Louisiana's shrimp
resource.

Juvenile shrimp production may be the critical component in

determining the year-class strength of brown shrimp in Louisiana,
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and

estuarine conditions are likely to affect annual

fishery recruitment.

Although some estuarine conditions can not be managed
temperature,

rainfall),

can be mitigated.
(e.g.,

(e.g.,

there are several anthropogenic impacts that

Those estuarine processes that can be managed

fresh water diversions,

restoration of natural hydrology,

wetland loss and fragmentation)

should be further investigated.

The resuits of Chapter 2 also suggest that spatial components
within the estuary should be examined.

Environmental predictors alone

described less than half of the interannual variation

in juvenile

shrimp abundance.

Some of the unexplained variation in the

statistical models

can possibly be explained by small-scale spatial

variation in haoitat,

which has not beer, traditionally included m

correlative analysis.

Because ccastai Louisiana has undergone

sucstantidi wet.and uoss ano fragmentation over m e
spatial analysis

past cu years,

of the associations between estuarine habitat and

shrimp growth ana survival are particularly relevant.
The results in Chapter 2 have several
implications.

First,

important management

they suggest that sustainable management

practices can not be solely limited tc regulating catch.
stock levels,

At current

annual production appears to be mere regulated by

environmental conditions within the estuary rather than by postiarvai
arrival to the estuary.

Second,

they suggest

focusing future

investigations on processes that affect juvenile growth and survival
in estuaries.

A more thorough understanding of the interaction

between estuarine dynamics and shrimp survival will not only help
effectively manage the shrimp fishery,

but may yield insights into the

management cf other commercially-important,

estuarir.e-dependent

species.
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Chapter 3 was designed to examine in greater detail the juvenile
life stage and the spatial components of habitat

that were recommended

for further study based on the statistical analysis of Chapter 2.
Specifically,

Chapter

3 used a fine-scale,

spatially-explicit,

individual-based simulation model to examine the effects of vegetation
and edge habitat on juvenile brown shrimp survival.

The model was

overlaid on four habitat maps which represented snapshots
simplified continuum of marsh disintegration:
vegetation,

high edge and high vegetation,

vegetation,

and low eage ana low vegetation.

lew edge and high

high edge and low

The model developed in Chapter 3 simulated
they were associated with the marsh.
13 mm total

length;

Tost larval

entered the simulation

dr.nud^ d Lmu-.dtiior.

or. ^dr.udry - dnci

ir. a

juvenile shrimp while
s.nrimp

!approximately

in weeV.lv cohorts.

Each

or. SdCLhr.T.c^r

Individual shrimp were tracked from t.ne time they entered the marsh as
pcstiarvae until

they either died or reached TO mm.

The simulation

contained both physical and biological

components.

The physical

components ir.ciuoed water temperature,

tioa* stage,

ana nscitat

patterns.

The biological

components included mortality,

growth,

and

move m e n t .
Simulated shrimp survival was compared across the four habitat
maps.

Individual

characteristics

;such as survival status,

growth rates,

and percentage cf time in vegetation!

each shrimp.

Model predictions

mean percent survival,

were recorded for

for population statistics

mean realized growth rates)

under baseline and high shrimp densities

realiced

;such as

were calculated

for each habitat map.

The model was corroborated by comparing the simulated shrimp
density patterns with fine-scale density patterns observed in
estuaries of the northern Gulf of Mexico.

Variation produced by
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stochastic elements in the model was examined by comparing replicate
simulations with different random number seeds.

The sensitivity of

the model to shrimp movement was examined by changing the movement
rules and comparing simulated survival.

In order to examine the

effect of input parameters on simulated shrimp survival,
two Monte Carlo analyses.

I performed

The Monte Carle sensitivity analysis varied

input parameters slightly around their mean,

ana the Mcr.te Carle

uncertainty analysis varied input parameters ever a realistic range.
The simulated density patterns were similar to fine-scale
density patterns observed in the northern Guif or Mexico.
shrimp grew raster, moved less,

Surviving

spent more time in vegetation,

ana

experienced slightly higher local densities than shrimp that died
during the simulation.

The pattern of increased shrimp survival with

increase.! eage r.scitut predicted ur.aer c a s e l m e
While the absolute magnitude of survival

co.oaiticr.s was recast.

differed,

higher survival was

always associated with higher edge under high shrimp densities,
alternative rules about movement,
mcdel

under

and under realistic uncertainty in

inputs.
Because the simulated estuarine survival

m

highly correlated with temperature-related growth,

tms

mcdel was most

future studies that

attempt to predict the magnitude of shrimp recruitment should
incorporate accurate information about the reiationships between
growth and temperature.

A more precise description of growth and

temperature was not required in this study because I was interested in
trends in recruitment patterns across different habitats,
in the sheer magnitude of recruitment.

rather than

Even under extreme simulated

conditions when growth was very sensitive to temperature and when the
optimal temperature for growth was low,

survival was still higher in

maps with more edge habitat.
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The characteristics of surviving shrimp offer mechanisms which
may help explain the general pattern of increasing shrimp survival
with increasing edge habitat that
correlative studies.

is documented in descriptive and

Simulated shrimp that survived until ''0 mm had

higher growth rates,

spent more time in vegetation,

than shrimp that did not survive to 70 mm.
high-edge habitats,

and moved less

The simulated survivors ir.

as compared to low-edge habitats,

spent more time in vegetation,

moved less,

and were in less dense ccr.f igurat ion s .

This suggests that high-edge habitat

increases survival by providing

shrimp direct access tc the benefits of vegetated marsh without
encountering nigh local densities that may be common in low-edge
habitats.
Because brown shrimp survival appears to be related tc eage
ri£.c.L-3t'f *-r.e ir»3 n £i3 *2 m 0 r".^ cr crcwr. sriirir?.c s ric I.'d i Q
current approach of
regulations tc

protecting the spawning stock through

also protecting the estuarine life stages

habitat conservation and restoration.
occur during intermediate

marshscapes may shift

be accompanied

~

catch
through

Productive high-edge habitats

levels of marsh disintegration,

disintegration continues past

edge habitats.

^ -sit*

intermediary levels,

and if marsh

estuarine

from predominantly high-edge habitats to low-

The results of this study suggest such a

shift would

by a decrease in the estuarine production of shrimp.

The growing interest

m

defining essential fish habitat should be

accompanied by continued analysis of spatiaiiy-expiicit processes.
Given the potential
of brown shrimp,

importance of edge habitat to the survival

further investigations are recommended to examine the

relationships between estuarine-depe.ndent organisms and the quantity
as weii as quality of edge.

In the simulation model,

edge habitat

acted as a bridge between the vegetation and open water,

yet in the
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northern Gulf of Mexico,

the interface between vegetation and water

often acts as a barrier rather chan bridge.

For example,

natural

marshsc apes are often fragmented by dredged canals or p i p e l i n e s .
Elevated spoil banks,
organisms,

which are impenetrable by str ictly aquatic

often line these canals.

The quality of habitat produced

by these different edge environments needs to be further e x p l o r e d .
The results of Chapter 3 offer rationale to preserve habitats
with natural edge and to restore habitats without natural e d g e .
Simulated brown shrimp survive, wds r.igh0 r in nacit a t s wit h high-edge
than with icw-edge.
on he

Preserving habitats with natural edge may benefit

fisheries because shrimp represent an estuar Lr.e-deper.dent Life

st rategy that
s p ecies.

is common to many ecologically or commercially-im portar.c

The marshscape patterns that

influenced simulated shr

surviva* may t re re tore a —sc influence tre survive- ot ocr.er estua r i.nedependent scec les.
The stac isticai modeling in Chapter 2 and the si muiaticn modeling in
Chapter 3 offer a new cerscective on brown shrimo population dynamics,
as well as a new com.Dination o: auar.t itative tocis

cr analyzing the

pcpuiac ior. ayr.amics cr estuarme-aecer.aent organisms.

Chapter 2

presented t ne statistical analysis o: t.ne r e i a t i c n s m ps among lifestage abur.da.t e e s
identi fled

variables.

These

anaiyses

:ne imoortar.t roie o: estuarine ccr.c ~ticns and ~uveniie

abundance m
fishery,

and environmental

a e t e r m i n m a annua; Drown snrimc

Chacter 3 Dresented the results c;

modeling c f s n n m o survival

recruitment tc the
the individual-based

rcr cr.e tcur habitat maps.

These analyses

quantified the relationship between the spatial arrangement of marsh
habitat and juvenile brown shrimp growth and survival.

These results

highlight the important roie of marsh habitat in determining the
recruitment of an estuarine-dependent species.
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